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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY
INTERNTIONAL INDIAN OCEAN EXPEDITION
Final Report: R/V ANTON BRUUN, Cruise 5
Cruise 5 of the R/V ANTON BRUUN originated from Bombay on January 26
and terminated at Bombay on May 4, 1963. In addition to the basic
hydrographic and biological programs continued from previous crui ses, a
special program of longline fishing was conducted in cooperation with
the U. S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. This was the second of two
cruises designed to study the distribution and abundance of pelagic
fishes in the western Indian Ocean.
Cruise 2, on which the first of the two special longlining programs
was carried out, extended from May to July 1963, during the period of the
southwest monsoon. Cruise 5, on the other hand, took place during the
period of the northeast monsoon.
In this report are presented the Cruise 5 station lists, bathy-
thermograph posi tions, and reduced oceanographic, chemical, and
biological data. A summary of the longline catch by stations is included,
but more details (morphometric data, stomach contents, etc.) on individual
specimens are on file at the Biological Laboratory; Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries; U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service; Honolulu, Hawaii.
A narrative report of Cruise 5, including brief descriptions of the
special researches of participating scientists, was issued as News
























































February 3 - Completed series of stations from 17°44IN.,
69°l1!E. to l3°ll'N., 50022'E.
Commenced with the first of a series of stations along
longitude 55°E. and extending from Ogo28!N. to 35°42!S.
Arrived Port Victoria, Seychelles Islands.
Departed Port Victoria,
Arrived Port Louis, Mauritius Island 0
Departed Port Louis.
Ended series of stations along longitude 55°E. Engine
trouble necessi tated return to Port Louis,
Arrived Port Louis.
Departed Port Louis.
Commenced with the first of a series of stations along
longitude 75°E. and extending from latitudes 42°23!S.
to 08°2lN.
Stopover at St. Paul Island; collected sea birds and
inshore fishes.
Stopover at Amsterdam Island; collected sea birds,
inshore fishes and invertebrates.
Arrived Gan Island, Addu Atoll (Maldive Islands group).
Departed Gan Island.
Completed last station along longitude 75°E.
Arrived Cochin, India.
Departed Cochin, India
Arrived Bombay, India; End of Cruise 5.







Indian Ocean Standard Net
11 3 cm diameter, 0.33 mm mesh aperture
75 cm diameter, 0.064 mm mesh aperture (No. 25 mesh)
75 cm diame ter , 0.333 mm mesh aperture (No. 3 mesh)
Be Multiple Plankton Sampler
70.7 cm by 70.7 cm (square opening
0.333 mm mesh aperture (No. 3 mesh)
1 meter diameter, 0.6 mm mesh aperture (No. 0 mesh)
















Smi thsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center
U. S. National Museum
Washington, D. C.




Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Honolulu, Hawaii
Dr. Mary Belle Allen
Kaiser Research Foundation Insti tute
Laboratory of Comparative Biology
Richmond, California
Table 3 Summary of maj or activities, Cruise 5
Posi tion Long Hydro Prim. Plankton Tows
'Station Date Lati tude Longitude Line Cast Prod. 75M25 IOSN BE-3 M-O
28lX 27 Jan 64 1 r 44 ¡ N 69°l1'E x
28lY 28 Jan 64 16° 44 i N 65° 08 l E x
282 29 Jan 64 l6°13IN 63°291E x x x x x x
282A 29 Jan 64 l6° 031N 62°l61E x
283 30 Jan 64 l5°42 IN 60° 52 l E x x x x x x
283A 30 Jan 64 l5° 351N 60° 04 IE x
284 31 Jan 64 l5°22!N 58°12!E x x x x x
284A 3l Jan 64 l5°04'N 56°5lE x
285 1 Feb 64 l4°22'N 54 ° 18' E x x x x x x
285A 1 Feb 64 14°02'N 54 ° 08 i E x
286 2 Feb 64 13° 50'N 52°591E x x x x x x
286A 2 Feb 64 13°40'N 5l ° 541 E x
287 3 Feb 64 13°iiIN 500221E x x x x x x
287A 3 Feb 64 l2°40'N 5io13'E x
287B 4 Feb 64 1002l1N 54°l7'E x
288 5 Feb 64 09° 28'N 54 ° 5 2' E x x x x x x
288A 5 Feb 64 08° 29!N 54°56!E x
289 6 Feb 64 07° lOIN 55°05'E x x x x x x
289A 6 Feb 64 06° 28! N 55° 04 ' E x
290 7 Feb 64 05°021N 55° 01' E x x x x
290A 7 Feb 64 03°54'N 55°01'E x29l 8 Feb 64 02° 3l IN 55°041E x x x x x
291A 8 Feb 64 Ol ° 58 IN 54°57 'E x
292 9 Feb 64 Oio03'N 54°46'E x x x x x
292A 9 Feb 64 00° 371N 54 ° 54 I E x
293 LO Feb 64 0003l1S 54°561E x x x x x
293A LO Feb 64 Ol ° l5 I S 54°521E x
294 11 Feb 64 02° 51' S 54°58!E x x x x x x
294A 11 Feb 64 03°371S 55° 221E x
294B 15 Feb 64 05°09' S 55° 261 E x
295 l6 Feb 64 06°28!S 55°12'E x x x x x x
295A l6 Feb 64 07 ° 34 I S 55°l01E x
296 17 Feb 64 08°421S 55°07!E x x x x x x
296A l7 Feb 64 09° 32! S 55°l21E x
297 l8 Feb 64 io0471S 55°l5!E x x x x x x
297A l8 Feb 64 ii ° l8 ! S 54°59' E x
298 19 Feb 64 l2°331S 54° 33'E x x x x x x
298A 19 Feb 64 13° 37' S 54°431E x
299 20 Feb 64 l4° 57' S 54°43'E x x x x x
299A 20 Feb 64 16° 04 I S 54°50'E x
300 2l Feb 64 ir l4' S 54 ° 38 ' E x x x x x x
300A 2 Mar 64 20002'S 56°l31E x
30l 3 Mar 64 19°57'S 54°581E x x x x x x
30lA 3 Mar 64 2i008'S 54° 551E x
Ta b 1 e 3 (conte )
Posi.tion Long Hydro Prim. Plankton Tows
Station Date La ti. tude Longi tude Line Cast Prod. 75M25 IOSN BE-3 M-O
302 4 Mar 64 23° 07 ' S 54°50'E x x x x x
302A 4 Mar 64 24 ° 39 ' S 54°57'E x
303 5 Mar 64 26° 00 IS 54°52'E x x x x x
303A 5 Mar 64 26°561S 55°01'E x
304 6 Mar 64 28°22'S 55°02'E x x x x x x
304A 6 Mar 64 29° 31' S 55°09'E x
305 7 Mar 64 30° 50' S 55°02!E x x x x x x
305A 7 Mar 64 3l ° 56' S 54°59'E x
306 8 Mar 64 33° 13 i S 55°l0'E x x x x x x
306A 8 Mar 64 34 ° 25 ' S 55°06'E x
307 9 Mar 64 35°42'S 55°l5'E x x x x x x
307A 29 Mar 64 23° 21 ' S 58°52'E x
307B 30 Mar 64 26° 34' S 6l ° 31' E x
307C 31 Mar 64 29°46'S 64 ° 22 'E x
307D 1 Apr 64 32°56'S 6r 23' E x
307E 2 Apr 64 35°45' S 70° 36 ' E x
307F 3 Apr 64 38° 51' S 74°021E x
308 4 Apr 64 40° 04 ' S 75° 00 i E x x x x x x
308A 4 Apr 64 4l ° 01' S 75° 00 ' E x
309 5 Apr 64 42° 23' S 74° 54' E x x x x x
309A 5 Apr 64 43°0L'S 75°031E x
309B 6 Apr 64 4i042'S 7 6 ° 34 ' E x
309C 7 Apr 64 St. Paul Island (Sea bird & bottomfish collecting s ta tion)
309D '7 Apr 64 38°l81S 7r 38 IE x
309E 8 Apr 64 Amsterdam Island (Fi. sh poison station)
310 9 Apr 64 3r OL i S 75°l9'E x x x x x x
3l0A 9 Apr 64 35°50'S '75°07'E x
311 LO Apr 64 34 ° 3 1 ' S '74°47'E x x x x x x
3llA LO Apr 64 33022 IS 74°56'E x
312 1 1 Apr 64 3i026's 74°57'E x x x x x
3l2A 11 Apr 64 30° 09' S 74°5S'E x
313 l2 Apr 64 29°00'S 74°5l1E x x x x x
313A 12 Apr 64 2r 50' S 75°03'E x
314 l3 Apr 64 26° 27' S 75° 02' E x x x x x x
3l4A 13 Apr 64 25 ° 37 ! S 75°02'E x
315 l4 Apr 64 24° 201 S 74 ° 5 2 ' E x x x x x
3l5A l4 Apr 64 23° 26 IS 75°01'E x
316 l5 Api! 64 21 ° 58 ' S 74°55'E x x x x x
3l6A l5 Apr 64 2l ° 13' S 75°17'E x
317 l6 Apr 64 19°44' S 75°20'E x x x x x x
3l7A l6 Apr 64 l8°46's 75°l3'E x
318 l7 Apr 64 l6°43'S 74°53'E x x x x x
3l8A 17 Apr 64 l5°39'S 74°52'E x
319 l8 Apr 64 l4° lO' S 74°55'E x x x x x x
3l9A l8 Apr 64 13° l4' S 74°571E x
Table 3 (cont.)
Posi tion Long Hydro Prim. Plankton tows
Station Date La ti tude Longi tude Line Cast Prod. 75M25 IOSN BE-3 M-O
320 19 Apr 64 1i047'S 74°42'E x x x x x x
320A 19 Apr 64 l0044! S 74°56!E x
32l 20 Apr 64 090 2l ! S 750 08 ! E x x x x x x
32lA 20 Apr 64 080 19 ! S 75°091E x
322 2l Apr 64 06°50'S 75°02'E x x x x x x
322A 2l Apr 64 05°43!S 74°59!E x
323 22 Apr 64 040 1 1 ! S 750 00 ! E x x x x x x
323A 22 Apr 64 03°40! S 75005 IE x
324 23 Apr 64 02°l4'S 75°l4'E x x x x x x
324A 23 Apr 64 Olo 35 i S 74°41'E x
325 28 Apr 64 OlO04!N 75°07'E x x x x
325A 28 Apr 64 02°28'N 75°l0'E x
326 29 Apr 64 03°52!N 74°57'E x x x x x x
326A 29 Apr 64 04049 ' N 74°55'E x
327 30 Apr 64 06°51'N 75°02'E x x x x x
327A 30 Apr 64 08°2l'N 750 34 ! E x
327B 2 May 64 l2°58'N 74°26'E x
327C 3 May 64 l6°39'N 72°57'E x
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ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 20.0
g C Im2/daySTATION NO. 282
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 29-1-64




02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO~ SI Chi a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP, SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. ¡.OA/1. fLOA/1 fLO/1. fLOC/l'd fLtC/l/d,
1 25.21 36.351 4.59 0.45 u 0.28 2.3 1 0.26 16.6 56.9
50 25. 24 36.343 4.58 0.42 1.3 0.41 2.9 14 0.13 10.3 64.3
100 25.20 36.342 4.93 0.43 0.7 0.41 2.3 28 0.24 14.6 66.7
125 22.05 36.013 1.38 1.38 17.1 0.42 9.4 47 0.23 5.5 57.7
150 19.49 35.671 0.49 1.65 21.9 0.30 15.2 94 -- 4.2 25..4
174 18.12 35.642 0.35 1.92 24.6 0.44 19.8
199 1 7. 28 35.708 0.22 2.32 -- 0.06 23.5
224 1 6. 52 35.798 0.18 2.17 20.4 0.03 27.1
299 14.71 35.814 0.27 2.31 22.0 0.09 31.3
399 12.99 35.678 0.10 2.48 25.0 0.45 36.3
598 11.51 35.628 0.17 2.67 25.0 0.06 49.6
798 10.16 35.546 0.22 2.70 30.1 0.13 63.3
998 8.66 35.411 0.31 2.83 30.8 0.17 77.3
1297 6.66 35.195 0.29 2.95 35.0 0.02 96.4
1595 4.77 35.011 1.22 3.04 34.4 0.01 117.0
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ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 30.0
9 C 1m z/daySTATION NO. 284-
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 31-1-64-




Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N Si o~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./i' ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/L ¡.gC/1/d ¡.gC/I/d.
1 23.89 36. 090 4-.97 0.4-8 -- 0.14- 2.7 1 0.34- 4-5.2 u
so 23.93 --- 4-.95 0.4-8 -- 0.17 4-.2 8 0.11 c:q.O 86 A ')
67 20. 1 6 35.777 0.4-6 1.93 -- 0.15 17.2 15 0.30 29.2 101.1
84- 18.83 35.714- 0.4-5 2.09 -- 0.13 21.5 52 0.28 1.7 6Q.6
105 18.29 35.788 0.25 2.23 -- 0.16 24-.5
126 1 6 . 50 35.590 0.38 2.28 -- 0.10 27.0
168 15.4-3 35.591 0.4-0 2.30 -- 0.07 27.8
251 14-.02 35.654- 0.4-3 2.4-5 -- 0.03 34-.5
335 12.95 35.64-4- 0.32 2.54- -- 0.06 37.5
505 11 .79 35.639 0.25 2.76 -- 0.04- 51.0
675 10.92 35.606 0.26 2.73 -- 0.07 59.8
84-7 9.65 35.519 0.23 2.95 -- 0.07 72.5
1105 7.76 35.320 0.4-0 3.02 -- 0.08 88.5
1367 5.61 35.076 1.07 3.05 -- 0.08 111.0
174-4- 3.4-5 34-.878 2.02 2.95 -- 0.08 134-.0
1Æ 1& JD 1I (C 1& 11 JI A. 'J A.
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 285 LAT. 14°22'N PRIMARY PROD. g C ImZlday
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 54 ° 18' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.10
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 1 994 m RADIATION g.cal'icmYday
DATE i-II-64 TIME 0729 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 6. Dir. 04 IOSN STD. TOW 22.3 ml./m.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N Si O"SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14-1000fe
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
, ml./I. p.gA/i. p.gA/i. p.gA/i. p.gA/i. p.g/i. p.gC/l.d p.gC/I/d.
1 24.00 36.044 4.57 0.59 -- 0.60 2.8 1 0.38 24.7 1 08. 7
39 23.87 36.062 4.44 0.64 -- 0.65 2.7 7 0.50 33.7 1 06 . 5
73 23.20 36. 149 4.34 0.72 -- 1.12 3..8 14 0.62 31.2 112.2
97 22.61 36.116 3.08 1.09 -- 0.34 6.5 23 0.50 7.8 91.7
122 20. 30 35.987 0.50 2.03 -- 0.13 15.1 46 0.50 4.5 75.2
146 1 9. 56 35.955 0.27 2.13 -- 0.18 17.2
195 18.55 36.063 0.15 2.18 -- 0.10 21.0
243 1 5.06 35.592 0.46 2.22 -- 0.06 25.0
292 1 3 . 96 35.603 0.37 2.31 -- 0.07 28.7
390 12.97 35.627 0.29 2.45 -- 0.06 34.0
586 11 .65 35.634 0.33 2.60 -- 0.05 45.5
782 10.48 35.619 0.29 2.73 -- 0.05 59.7
979 9.07 35.496 0.38 2.77 -- 0.06 73.7
1276 6.46 35.179 0.89 2.95 -- 0.06 96.3
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u. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 288 LAT. 09° 28 'N PRI MARY PROD. g C Im2/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 54°52'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.°5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4648 m RADIATION o.cal./cmYday
DATE 5-II-64 TIME 0'710 ZOO PLAN KTON YOLo
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4. Dir. 04 IOSN STD. TOW 19. 5 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO."Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0100 DEPTH
ml/l. fLr;A/I. fLgAI i. fLgA/1. fLgA/1' fL9/1. fL9C/l'd fL9C/l/d.
1 26.01 35.632 4.73 0.33 0.5 0.04 2.9 1 0.12 3.9 39.4
72 25.46 36. 1 22 3.95 0.54 5.2 0.46 5.0 16 0.10 10.9 31.9
96 22.91 35.734 2.08 1 . 18 16.6 0.14 10.6 31 0.10 4.6 47.0
120 1 9. 48 35.436 1 .81 1.41 20.5 0.09 14.6 54 0.09 0.8 31.6
144 16.93 35.352 1.68 1.57 23.4 0.06 18. s 107 O.OS 0.2 o 8
167 15.81 35.433 1.07 1.90 24.7 0.07 22.3
192 14.70 35 . 341 1.64 1.83 23.7 0.07 22.4
240 1 3.45 35.287 1.69 1.74 24.3 0.11 25.3
287 1 2. 60 35.287 1.52 1.99 27.6 0.06 28.6
383 11.47 35.275 1.24 2.17 27.5 0.09 35.1
575 1 o. 09 35.282 1.02 2.45 32.4 0.13 48.3
769 9.19 35.233 0.82 2.56 36.2 0.12 62.1
964 8.66 35.292 0.68 2.68 36.2 0.07 73.7
1265 6.32 35.067 1.19 2.83 34.5 0.04 95.5
1564 4.74 34. 949 1.69 2.81 35.7 0.04 113.0
1964 3.12 34.840 2.46 2.68 34.3 0.06 131.0
lllE ll 10 (c lE ll ll A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 289 LAT. 070 lOIN PRI MARY PROD. g elm 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 55°05'E EXT. COEFF. (k) OoOS
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 5029 m RADIATION o.cal./cm.2day
DATE 6- II-64 TIME 0705 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 05 10SN STD. TOW 17.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si o~ SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
mlJI. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/I. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l/d.
1 26.49 35.411 4.64 u 0.02 2. 1 1 0.08 4.3 24.3
75 25.20 35.429 4.00 4.8 0.59 4.0 16 0.07 4.7 24.8
100 21.01 35.353 2.69 14. 1 0.09 10.3 31 0.04 7. r: 35.7
120 18.57 35.348 2.22 16.1 0.05 13.1 54 0.10 1.3 30.2
140 1 6 . 40 35.340 1.73 20.9 0.04 17.8 107 0.08 0.2 0.4
160 15.42 35.310 2.22 24.2 0.07 19.2
180 13.87 35.247 2.20 20.6 0.05 19.6
200 13.11 35.216 2.43 20.1 0.04 19.7
300 11.74 35.211 1.76 28.5 0.03 27.1
399 10.63 35.169 1.41 42.8 0.05 35.3
599 9.67 35.191 1.01 32.7 0.05 50.2
799 9.08 35. 252 0.68 31.1 0.04 63.5
998 8.00 35.216 0.73 34.6 0.05 77.3
1296 5.71 34.987 1.40 34.8 0.06 --
1592 4.48 34. 914 1.94 38.6 0.06 113.0
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 291 LAT. 02°31'N PRI MARY PROD. g elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 5'i004'F, EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.0'3
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4861 m RADIATION o.eal. Ie m.2day
DATE 8-II-64 TIME 1045 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 03 10SN STD. TOW 15. 5 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SI O~ SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/t. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/I. ¡.g / i. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/I /d.
1 27.6 34.597 -- 0.18 0.3 u 3.0 1 0.13 11.9 32.0
15 27.44 34.593 4-.63 0.20 0.4 0.02 3.8 14 0.11 10.6 35.7
30 27 . 1 9 34.845 -- 0.20 0.5 0.01 2.9 28 0.16 10.3 50.2
45 26.77 35.096 4.65 0.22 0.3 0.02 2.9 47 0.28 0.9 ')2 . 7
60 26.28 35.204 4.58 0.25 0.5 0.05 3.3 94 u 0.2 1 2
77 25.74 35.287 4.46 0.30 1.7 0.27 3.4
92 22.67 35.386 3.26 0.82 11.9 0.29 7.4
123 17.33 35.295 2.69 1.16 17.7 0.04 13.9
179 15.72 35.276 2.87 1.22 21.0 0.04 14.6
234 14.53 35.254 2.82 1.29 16.7 0.02 15.7
348 11 .25 35.076 2.48 1.78 26.8 0.03 24.2
462 10.59 35.034 2.17 1.91 25.7 0.02 28.9
589 9.99 35.063 1.86 2.12 30.9 0.01 36.2
799 -- 35.208 0.74 2.77 31.1 0.03 67.4-
1023 7.13 35.104 0.96 2.86 32.4 0.03 83.3
1334 5.13 34.924 1.66 2.82 35.6 0.04 101.0
lllE lI 1I (: lE lI lI A 1l A










Force 4. Dir.. 03




10SN STD. TOW 13.0 ml.m.2
STATION NO. 292
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 9-II-64
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si 0" Sì ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL 0100 DEPTH
ml'/I. fLgA/L fLgA/L fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLg/L fLgC/l/d fLgC/I/d.
1 28.04 34.779 4.72 0.17 0.4 0.01 3.0
22 28.06 34.770 4.84 0.16 0.8 0.02 2.3
43 26.57 35.153 4.80 0.24 0.9 0.07 4.2
63 25.47 35. 368 4.50 0.29 2.6 0.58 4.4
87 19.40 35.339 3.49 0.85 11.3 0.03 11 .6
130 17.25 35.259 2.53 1.23 14.2 0.06 15.5
150 16.31 35.236 2.30 1.03 17.8 0.10 16.7
283 --- 35. 1 04 2.92 1.47 19.8 0.08 21.9
416 10.57 35.033 2.52 1 .76. 24.7 0.04 28.9
549 10.22 35.104 1.95 2.04 25.1 0.07 37.0
690 9.11 35.132 1.22 2.50 23.0 0.06 56.0
914 7.31 35.000 1.29 2.69 28.6 0.05 75.5
1153 5,,89 34. 948 1.44 2.76 28.4 0.06 95.0
1516 4.34 34.869 2.31 2.64 17.3 0.09 1 07. 0
lÆ II lI (c IE J) II A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 293 LAT. 00031' S PRI MARY PROD. g elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. '540 '5 6 i F. EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4599 m RADIATION g.col./cm.2doy
DATE 10-II-64 TIME 0712 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 02 IOSN STD. TOW 9.0 ml. /m.2
O2 P04 - P 1103- N N02-N Si O~ Si ChI. a INSITU Cl4 Cl4_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0100 DEPTH
ml.!1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/I./d ¡.gC/f/d.
1 28. 1 9 34. 922 4.55 0.08 0.6 0" 13 1.4 1 0.03 6.4 14.4
50 25.94 35.206 4.61 0.13 1.0 0.12 3.5 12 0.06 3.6 11.8
74 22.83 35.360 3.64 0.16 5.9 0.11 5.7 25 0.05 4.0 15.5
99 20.70 35.396 3.38 0.55 9.8 0.11 7.4 38 0.07 0.4 14.7
124 1 7. 27 35.275 2.62 0.64 15.0 0.08 10.8 75 0.01 u 16.7
149 1 6 . 08 35.231 2.24 0.79 15.6 0.08 12.6
174 14.13 35.228 2.09 1 ~20 16.1 0.11 14.5
199 13.65 35.17i: 2.46 1.14- 17.6 0.16 15.3
298 1 1 . 99 35.086 2.9? 1.29 18.2 0.19 15.9
397 10.59 35.017 2.38 1.74- 22.6 0.08 21.7
596 9.29 34. 998 1.68 2.09 25.1 0.14- 34.3
794 8.20 35.057 1.07 2.56 31.8 0.09 51.5
993 7.16 34.999 1.16 2.61 32.5 0.08 62.5
1292 5.40 34. 924 1.67 2.78 28.3 0.15 76.2
1591 3.80 34.843 -- 2.61 27.9 0.12 89.5









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IIlE JD 10 (0 lE JD JD A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 295 LAT. 06°28'8 PRIMARY PROD. g elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. ssO 1 ?' R EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3328 m RADIATION g,cal./cm.2day
DATE 16-II-64- TIME 0710 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIAbiLITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5, Dir. 32 10SN STD. TOW 6.0 ml. /m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Sí ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL 0100 DEPTH
011./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.r,A/i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/1. jJg/1. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/1 /d.
1 29.24- 34.956 4-.65 0.13 0.6 0.02 3.2 1 0.02 0.6 0.9
24 28.82 34.997 4-.77 0.15 0.8 0.02 3.3 14 0.02 0.5 --
49 28.4-3 35.045 i~. 60 0.11 0.7 0.02 3.3 28 0.02 -- 8.7
73 25.72 35.233 4-.90 0.17 1 . 1 0.06 3.5 47 0.02 2.6 10.1
97 21 . 68 35.292 3.86 0.36 11.9 0.59 7.4- 94 0.29 0.3 6.8
121 18.60 35.289 3.04 0.82 17.9 0.11 11.7
144 1 7. 09 35.225 2.63 1.02 23.8 0.15 15.1
192 14.33 35.114 2.28 1.29 29.5 0.40 20.4
287 12.18 35.074 3.13 1.20 32.0 0.13 18.9
381 10.68 34.956 3.09 1 .16 39.0 0.29 22.6
572 8.49 34. 847 2.20 1.98 47.0 0..19 45.6
763 6.97 34.842 1.70 2.22 51.0 0.14 72.1
952 6..13 34.829 1.79 2.39 56.2 0.21 83.1
1234 4.83 34.803 1.98 2.44 54.4 0.06 97.6
1526 3.35 34.778 2.60 2.54- 49.3 0.12 114.0
1926 2.50 34.764 3.00 2.34 59.6 0.05 123.0
1R1& IDY(t co 1& JI JI.A ir .A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 296
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 17-II-64














ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW
g C 1m 2/dayQ.
g,cal./cmYday
13.5 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO",Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml.I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/1 /d.
1 28,,45 34" 521 4.58 0" 15 0.8 u 3.4 1 0,,07 3.3 22.4
25 28,,05 34.640 4.69 0.14 0.9 0,,02 3.9 14 0.05 3,,9 21 .1
50 24.65 35" 271 4,,84 0.21 0,,9 0.01 5" 1 28 0.05 -- 17,,8
74 20.59 35.179 3063 1.21 21.1 0.06 16.8 47 0.14 0.6 2'3.7
99 --- 35.204 2.98 0.57 12.1 0.40 10.4 94 0.16 0.7 12. "3
124 16.37 35.194 2.68 0.83 19.2 0.37 13.7
149 14.78 35.147 2.57 1.32 27.7 0.04 18.9
198 1 3.45 35.149 2.90 1.29 22,,9 0" 11 17.6
297 11.54 35,,028 3.00 1,,48 23,,0 0,,05 20,,3
396 10.16 34" 920 2.87 1 . 71 23.9 0,,07 26,,4
594 8,,46 34,,81 i: 2.59 2,,06 43.3 0" 11 40.9
793 7.17 34.838 1,,82 2.45 48,,6 0" 11 66.1
990 6,,08 34" 802 1.79 2.62 47,,8 0,,08 84" 1
1286 4,,55 34,,786 2.25 2.65 46,,6 0,,05 101.0
1582 3,,29 34.769 3.14 2,,55 46,,6 0,,08 111.0
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ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 5.0
9 elm 2/day0.06
g,c a i. Ie mYdCly
ml./m.2
02 P04 - P 1103-11 1102-11 Si o~ SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0100 DEPTH
milL. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/1' ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/I/d.
1 27.61 34.81 8 4.58 0.15 0.3 u 3.3 1 0.02 0.07 S.l
24 27.58 34.819 4.61 0.15 0.4 0.01 3.5 14 u 0.20 4.4
48 26.24 35.024 4.71 0.15 0.2 u 3.0 27 0.08 0.2 8. 1
72 23.76 35. 1 46 4.81 0.18 0.3 u 2.5 43 0.01 0.2 3.7
97 22.69 35.228 4.79 0.14 0.1 0.01 3.6 86 0.01 -- 5.1
121 21.85 35.301 4.40 0.25 1.7 0.16 3.6
145 20. 77 35.374 4.00 0.38 3.9 0.07 5.7
193 17.24 35.247 2.85 0.94 10.8 0.17 15.1
290 13.74 35.132 4.21 0.77 9.6 0.10 10.0
386 11 .82 35.)04 4.92 0.80 10.6 0.09 6.4
580 8.37 34.702 4.51 1.50 16.4 0.11 18.5
774 5.91 34. 607 3.39 2.13 23.1 0.09 51.5
969 4.84 34.695 2.81 2.40 26.8 0.11 79.3
1266 3.77 34..707 -- 2.46 23~9 0.09 92.5
1562 3.08 34.759 3.07 2.44 25.5 0.07 101.0















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ll~JE ll 1l (C 1& ll ll A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. LAT. 19°57'8 PRI MARY PROD. 9 elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. LONG. 54°581E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4363 il RADIATION o.cal./cmYday
DATE 3-II1-64 TIME 0650 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 09 IOSN STD. TOW 7.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P NOs - N N02-N SiO..Si Chi a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/I. flg/1. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/I/d.
1 26.82 34.923 5.03 0.15 0.6 0.01 2.8 1 0.02 2.2 3.6
25 26.85 34. 91 2 5.04 0.15 0.4 0.02 3.5 13 0.03 1.3 4.0
50 25.31 35.147 5.40 0.13 0.3 0.01 3.4 26 0.01 1.6 3.9
75 23.67 35.123 5.15 0.12 0.6 0.02 3.0 40 0.01 0.4 4.4
100 22.25 35. 242 L~. 92 0.22 1.2 0.17 4.0 81 0.06 u 2.7
125 21.18 35.416 L¡'.73 0.23 2.1 0.14 4.6
149 20.07 35.453 L~. 29 0.40 4.7 0.06 5.8
199 18. 38 35.465 4.01 0.57 6.9 0.15 8.5
300 1 5. 04 35.333 3.86 0.89 11.8 0.17 13.2
400 1 2.88 35.190 L¡'.13 0.93 12.6 0.20 12.8
600 9.44 34.802 L¡..87 1. 19 18.0 0.20 11 .3
799 6.07 34. 54,9 3.96 1.86 30.4 0.30 39.6
997 4.74 34.621 3.06 2.27 33.6 0.25 71.9
1295 3.57 34. 648 3.36 2.37 34.2 0.25 82.4
1593 2.82 34. '(03 3.76 2.17 33.6 0.36 '95.3
1992 2.35 34.745 3.63 2.33 34.8 0.24 113.0
~ 1& 11 1I ~ 1& 11 11 A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
302 23°07'S PRI MARY PROD. zSTATION NO. LAT. g elm Iday
CRUISE NO. LONG. 54°50'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4147 m RADIATION llc Cll./c mYda y
DATE 4-II1-64 TIME 0733 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH ___ WIND Force 4, Dir. 10 10SN STD. TOW 9.0 ml./m.Z
Oz P04 - P NO" - N NOz-N Si O~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L ¡.gA/L tLg/I. ¡.gC/L/d ¡.gC/I/d.
1 25.79 35.081 4.91 0.16 0.7 0.02 3.4 1 0..0"5 "5.6 8 ~ 1
39 25.63 35.093 4.93 0..17 0.7 u 3.6 13 0.02 2.3 5.3
78 25.78 35.269 5.06 0.17 0.7 0..01 2.7 26 0.04 1 . 1 6.0
97 22.72 35.314 5.12 0.13 0.5 0.01 2.9 40 u 1.5 14.7
121 22..04 35. 378 4.98 0.19 0.6 0.01 3.2 81 0.07 u 2.2
146 21.15 35.440 4.67 0.22 1.5 0.11 300
170 19.85 35.516 4.38 0.35 4.3 0.04 4.0
194 19026 f3.569 4.44 0.40 4.9 0.01 4.5
292 16.10 35.566 4.82 0.48 6.0 0.02 3.2
390 13.79 35.376 5.11 0.57 9.4 0.03 3.9
587 11.17 35.012 5.25 0.91 16.5 0.04 4.1
783 9.16 134.747 5.12 1.23 23.4 0.04 7.8
980 6.27 34.. 537 4.10 1.95 35.3 0.04 33.8
1276 4.21 34.597 3.19 2.41 41 .1 0.04 75.0
1575 3.00 34.654 3.69 2.36 140.6 0.04 85.0
1975 2.45 34.733 3.82 2.33 42.3 0002 1 02.0
lllE ll 1( CC lE ll JI A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 303 LAT. 26°00's PRI MARY PROD. gC/m2/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 54°52'E EXT. COEFF. (It) 0606
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 490S m RADIATION g.cal'/cmYday
DATE 5-1II-64 TIME 0706 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH ___ WIND :Florce 5. Dir. 09 IOSN STD. TOW 6.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O"Si Chi a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP SAL. 0100 DEPTH
mill ¡igA/I. ¡igA/I. ¡igA/I. ¡igA/L ¡ig/i. ¡igC/l/d ¡igC/l/d.
1 25044 35. ~05 4.71 0.08 0.5 u 4.4 1 0.02 2.0 5.9
34 25.46 35.303 4.71 0.11 0.6 --- 3.4 14 0.04 2.1 S.6
59 22.68 3S.S23 5.14 0.11 0.5 0.01 2.5 27 0.01 1.8 660
79 19.96 35.562 5.28 0.16 0.6 0.02 3.3 43 0.02 1 .4 7.8
98 1 8. 73 35.585 5.04 0.21 0.6 0.02 3.4 86 0.10 0.2 6.1
123 17.83 35.586 4.77 0.31 2.9 0.08 2.9
148 --- 35.566 4.76 0.39 4.6 0.05 3.9
197 16.22 35.54.1 4.98 0.40 5.4 0.03 3.3
295 14.45 35.425 5.37 0.54 8.2 0.02 3.6
393 13.28 35.294 5.14 0.72 13.9 0.01 5.1
591 1 1 . 26 35.010 5.21 0.96 14.4 0003 6. 1
788 8.99 34.726 5.02 1.30 21.8 0.02 9.4
985 S.87 34.489 4.46 1.93 36.5 0.02 29.5
1281 3.77 34.519 3.77 2039 47.2 0.03 63.4
1578 2.95 34. 646 3.68 2.40 40.8 0.05 82.3
~ 1& II 10 CO 1& II II A 'J A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 304
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 6-111-64




















02 p04 - P N03- N N02-N Si o~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4-IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/i. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/L/d ¡.gC/I!d.
1 24.77 35.410 4.92 0.08 0.03 2.7 1 O.OC; u ".7
50 23.35 35.479 5.26 0.08 0.02 3.0 12 0.01 2.8 3.9
74 20.37 35.570 5.56 0.12 0.02 3.4 23 o 01 1 4 4-;
99 18.81 35.591 5.36 0.12 0.04 3.3 38 0.11 1.0 ...4
124 17.74 35. 584 5.47 0.14 0.07 3.9 75 0.08 u 3.8
149 16.76 35.549 5.26 0.29 0.19 3.8
174 1 6.08 35.533 5.08 0.33 0.08 3.4
199 15.78 35.512 5.07 0.42 0.07 4.4
298 14.09 35.384 5.16 0.60 0.05 5.2
397 13.13 35.277 5.24 0.66 0.06 5.6
597 11 .39 35.021 5.29 0.87 0.06 5.4
795 9.44 34.770 5.18 1.23 0.10 8.6
994 6.41 34.509 5.22 1.78 0.06 23.4
1293 3.80 34.488 4.01 2.27 u 57.7
1591 3.01 34.605 3.88 2.27 u 77.4












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 306
CRUISE NO. 5
















IOSN STD. TOW 3.0
g C Im2/doy
.o
g.e a i. Ie mYday
ml. /m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O~ Si ChI. a IN SITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. f-9A/1. f-gA/ L f-gA/L f-9A/I. fL9/1. f-9C/l.d f-9C/lld.
1 21 .03 35.479 5.20 0.17 0.4 u 3.9 1 0.02 2.1 3.8
25 20.28 35.497 5.40 0.18 0.5 0.01 3.0 15 u '?2 u
50 17.65 35.518 5.77 0.20 0.5 0.02 2.8
-:0 0.02 -: - -: -:.7
75 16.47 35.518 5.66 0.27 1 . 1 0.07 3.3 52 0.02 1.5 7.7
100 15.96 35.526 5.52 0.31 2.3 0.18 3.3 104 0.19 0.5 4.6
125 15.54 35.506 5.37 0.36 4.0 o. t 5 3.5
150 15.29 35.499 5.36 0.41 4.6 0.05 4.0
200 1 5. 00 35.485 5.29 0.46 5.5 0.03 4.2
300 14. 18 35.391 5.25 0.57 6.1 0.02 4.4
400 13.38 35.313 5.31 0.64 7.3 0.01 5.8
600 11.61 35.050 5.19 0.94 12.8 0.02 6.2
799 9.54 34.773 4.95 1.26 16.6 0.03 9.4
999 6.75 34.523 4.68 1.76 23.8 0.02 21.2
1298 3.89 34.424 4.46 2.24 26.1 0.04 45.2
1596 3.05 34.554 4.07 2.32 28.8 0.04 66.0
1995 2.54 34.678 4.18 2.24 25.5 0.04 79.5
ImlE lI 1U (( lE lI lI A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. )07 LAT. 35°42'8 PRI MARY PROD. g C /m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 55°)5'F. EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3804 m RADIATION g.cal./cmYday
DATE q-III-64 TIME 0642 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 27 IOSN STD. TOW 3.8 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. fLOA/1. fLo/l. fLOC/l/d fLOC/I /d.
1 19.66 35.490 5.30 0.18 0.4 u 2.5 1 0.03 3.4 3.9
?5 19.47 35.484 5.32 0.19 0.6 0.02 3.0 15 0.03 3.4 5.7
50 1 8. 00 35.475 5.58 0.19 0.3 u 3.6 30 u 4.0 4.8
75 16.39 35.489 5.57 0.25 1.9 0.13 3.4 £)2 0.04 2.8 8.2
100 15.50 35.480 5.09 0.42 5.5 0.04 4.2 104 0.2) 1. ) n.8
125 15.25 35.479 -- 0.43 4.5 0.04 4.4
150 15.02 35.474 5.33 0.44 4.6 0.03 4.5
199 14.72 35.455 5.24 0.49 5.3 0.02 4.4
299 14.46 35.456 5.42 0.48 5.9 0.02 4.4
398 1 3.82 35.375 5.46 0.53 7.6 0.02 4.5
598 1 2.90 35.257 5.50 0.65 8.0 0.02 4.4
798 11 . 24 34.982 5.12 0.96 13.4 0.03 6.7
996 8.48 34.663 4.77 1.41 22.4 0.03 13.3
1293 4.62 34.403 4.20 2.03 23.4 0.05 33.0
1591 3.31 34.495 3.72 2.25 35.9 0.05 57.8
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g C 1m 2/doySTATION NO. ,11
CRUISE NO. 5












02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N S¡ O~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milt. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.g/t. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/l/d.
1 1 9 . 34 35.488 5.32 0.21 0.6 0.01 1.6 1 0.03 2.6 4.6
25 19.35 35.487 5.33 0.18 0.4 0.03 1.0 10 0.04 2.8 3.4
50 1 8. 50 35.410 5.61 0.18 0.4 0.02 1.6 20 0.04 2.2 8.1
75 14.86 35.315 5.94 0.34 2.1 0.14 2.2 33 0.10 0.8 7. ,
100 13.67 35.332 5.71 0.54 5.4 0.68 2.5 66 0.16 0.4 4.7
124 13.17 35.323 5.52 0.66 7.2 0.02 3.6
149 12.95 35.303 5.54 0.69 7.9 0.03 4.1
199 1 2. 73 35.258 5.56 0.70 7.3 0.04 3.9
298 1 2.36 35.211 5.62 0.73 7.7 0.02 4.0
398 1 2 . 00 35.160 5.65 0.78 9.1 0.01 4.7
597 10.89 34. 974 5.44 1.04 12.4 0.02 5.3
796 8.90 34.746 5.01 1.43 19.6 0.02 10.4
994 6.12 34.470 4.75 1.84 23.5 0.01 22.3
1291 3.65 34.429 4.39 2.36 30.3 0.01 47.4
1588 2.91 34.570 3.93 2.43 3003 0.02 69.5
1989 2.49 34.707 4.09 2.30 29.5 0.02 79.4
ll lE lI 1I C lE lI lI A 11 A










J!'orce 4. Dir. 08
PRI MARY PROD. 9 C Im2/doy
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
RADIATION o.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL
IOSN STD. TOW h_O ml.m.2
STATION NO. 312
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE ll-IV-64
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SI 0, Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0100 DEPTH
milL. flgA/1. fl9A/ i. fl9A/i. flgA/1. flg/i. flgC/L/d fl9C/1 /d.
1 22.57 35.872 5.06 0.15 0.5 0.03 3.0 1 u o .R ? t:
50 22.54 35.863 5.10 0.18 0.5 0.01 3.4 14 u 0.6 1 ,7
70 17.05 35.646 6.22 0.20 0.4 0.01 2.3 28 u 1 4 1 q
80 16.27 35.628 6.15 0.20 0.3 0.01 2.5 47 0.01 0.1 2.6
99 15.38 35.605 5.90 0.21 0.4 0.02 2.4 94 0.07 u 2 'í
124 14.50 35.517 5.55 0.41 3.3 0.14 2.5
149 1 3. 90 35.421 5.60 0.52 5.6 0.28 2.5
198 13.13 35.292 5.44 0.62 8.5 0.02 3.5
297 12.28 35.175 5.46 0.76 10.0 0.01 4.4
396 11 .59 35.194 5.50 0.83 12.4 0.02 4.2
594 10.36 34. 884 5.47 1.04 16.0 0.02 501
890 7.46 34. 564 ¿~. 93 1.62 25.0 0.01 14.3
1088 4.79 34.426 ¿~. 38 2.15 32.1 0.02 36.3
1286 3.60 34.450 4.18 2..29 28.3 0..02 52.0
1583 2.98 34. 61 5 3.73 2.45 32.6 u 77.2
1982 2.39 Petcoc open
Il~JE 11 1U (: 1& 11 11 A 1l A










Force 4. Dir. 07




IOSN STD. TOW mL./m.2
STATION NO. "31"
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 12-IV-64
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. %0 DEPTH
mL!1. flr;A/1. flr;A/I. flr;A/1. flr;A/I. flr;/1. flr;C/l/d flr;C/1 /d.
1 22.48 35.826 5.08 0.18 0.5 0.01 1.8 1 u 0.8 0.4
50 21.21 35..776 5.50 0.18 0.7 0.02 1.6 14 u 0.7 2.1
65 18.10 35.. 721 6.10 0.18 0.5 0.01 2.3 28 u 0.2 1.8
80 16.09 35.572 6.23 0.20 0.5 0.02 1.7 47 0.01 u 2.6
99 14.49 35.527 5.60 0.36 2.5 0.19 1.8 94 0.09 0.3 4.6
124 13.65 35..381 5.44 0.54 4.4 0.10 2.5
149 1 3.30 35.333 5.45 0.60 5.1 0.03 2.5
199 1 2.86 35.292 5.46 0.67 7.3 0.02 3.3
298 12.17 35. 161 5.43 0.76 8.2 0.02 3.8
398 11.47 35.059 5.48 0.85 10.5 0.03 4.2
597 9.97 34.845 5.37 1.12 11.7 0.01 5.8
795 7.85 34.586 4.98 1.57 19.2 0.02 12.1
994 4.98 34.418 4.6i: 2.07 29.8 0.02 29.9
1291 3.44 34.522 3.76 2.55 32.7 0.03 65.1
1588 2.86 34. 644 3.64 2.53 40.0 0.02 82.9
1986 2.22 34.733 4.22 2.35 27.4 0.02 85.4
II 1& II 1t (C 1& II II A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 314 LAT. 26°27'8 PRIMARY PROD. g elm 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 75°02 'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.01)
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3804 m RADIATION o.cal'/cmYday
DATE 1 ')-iV -64 TIME 0711) ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 6. Dlr. 02 IOSN STD. TOW 5.8 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fL9/1. fLgC/l/d fLgC/I/d.
1 24.52 35.486 2~. 90 0.15 u 4.1 1 0.01 1.0 1.4
24 24.53 35.557 2~.42 0.13 0.01 3.6 16 0.03 0.5 2. .,
49 24.54 35.508 4.42 0.11 0.01 2.8 31 0.05 0.9 1.6
73 22.04 35.719 5.38 0.15 u 3.6 54 0.04 u 1.0
98 19.22 35.708 5.73 0.16 0.01 2.5 107 0.06 0.2 0.7
122 17.51 35.700 5.76 0.20 u 2.3
146 16.85 35.687 5.42 0.26 0.06 3.0
195 16.10 35.692 L~. 98 0.39 0.03 3.0
292 13.87 35.420 5.40 0.52 0.02 3.1
390 1 2 . 46 35.196 5.30 0.70 0.01 5.0
585 11 .02 34. 983 5.35 0.94 0.03 5.4
780 8.97 34.703 5.33 1.28 0.03 6.8
975 6.22 34.473 4.57 1.86 0.02 22.7
1266 3.81 34.524 3.51 2.48 0.04 65.1
1557 3.18 34.638 3.34 2.49 0.04 83.4
1948 2.43 34.713 2~. 02 2.32 0.02 82.0
1R 1& 11 UJ (C 1& 11 11 A 'l A






24 o:¿o i S
74°52'E
41)31) mQ.
Force 4. Dir. 05
PRI MARY PROD. g C /m2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) O.OS
RADIATION Q.cal.cmYday
ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 1).0 ml.m.2
STATION NO. 31 S
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 14-IV-64
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si 0:, Si ChI. a IN SITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLg/i. fLgC/l/d fLgC/I/d.
1 24.68 35.446 4.79 0.13 -- 0.03 2.9 1 u 1.7 1).8
40 24. 68 35.457 4.92 0.13 0.5 u 3.4 16 u 0.8 I). 1
70 20.70 35.733 5.36 0.14 -- 0.02 2.8 33 0.02 1 .1 S.9
84 1 9.78 35.779 5.24 0.15 0.3 0.01 2.4 s4 0.03 O. "3 1.9
99 19.21 35.794 5.12 0.17 -- 0.05 2.4 107 0.05 0.6 3.7
1 24 18.51 35.824 4.89 0.23 0.8 0.15 2.4
149 1 7.84- 35.792 4.87 0.27 1.4- 0.10 2.4
198 16.69 35.772 5.02 0.31 2.3 0.03 2.3
298 14.14- 35.474- 5.22 0.4-8 2.5 0.04 2.4
397 12.62 35.246 5.25 0.68 8.0 0.02 3.0
596 10.54 34.920 5.51 0.92 10.8 0.03 4.5
795 8.49 34.660 5.25 1.37 17.8 0.02 8.2
994 5.51 34.468 4.18 1.99 27.7 0.02 34.1
1293 3.63 34.552 3.43 2.53 32.9 0.02 69.8
1592 3.05 34.661 3.34 2.49 26.7 0.03 90.1
1990 2 . 54 34. 731 3.60 2.49 34.4 0.02 101.0
~ i&JD1l ~i&JD JDA 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 316 LAT. 21°58'8 PRI MARY PROD. g elm Z/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 74°55'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 424, il RADIATION g.e a i. Ie mYday
DATE 1 5-IV -64 TIME 1045 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 6. Dir. 16 IOSN STD. TOW 2.0 ml. Im.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N SiO..Sì ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milt. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/L ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/I/d.
1 26.02 35. 063 4.60 0.13 0.5 0.03 4.2 1 0.01 1 ., 2 0
24 26.02 35.073 4.58 0.13 0.4 0.02 4.5 14 0.14 0.7 7.4
48 25.42 35.457 4.57 0.09 0.4 0.05 4.9 27 u 1.0 4.7
72 22.09 35.680 5.03 0.16 0.4 0.02 3.2 43 0.14 0.7 1.8
96 20.3'1 35.710 5.07 0.09 0.5 0.04 3.8 86 u 0.1 1.7
120 1 8.80 35.743 4.90 0.22 0.4 0.04 3.5
143 18.21 35.788 4.79 0.19 0.6 0.10 3.3
191 16.36 35.680 4.77 0.36 2.6 0006 3.4
287 13.42 35.368 4.89 0.55 7.4 0.04 3.9
381 11.91 35.142 4.92 0.76 9.9 0.12 5.3
571 9.88 34. 854 4.96 1.03 14.6 0.04 6.2
763 7. 1+0 34.560 4.29 1.55 23.1 0.05 16.3
956 5.01 34. 520 3.24 2.22 31.3 0.05 48.9
1248 4.01 34.649 2.59 2.53 31.1 0.08 84.5







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lllE lI 1I (C lE lI lI A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 318
CRUISE NO. 5















ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
IOSN STD. TOW 3.5




02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0100 DEPTH
miJL fLgA/L fLgA/i. fLgA/i. fLgA/i. fLg/i. fLgC/l/d fLgC/I/d.
1 28.08 34.489 4.50 0.11 0.7 u 2.5 1 u 2.9 0.8
23 27.63 34.495 4.54 0.17 0.3 u 2.4 17 u 1.9 1.6
46 27.72 34.503 4.52 0.11 0.3 u 2.4 34 u 1.7 4.2
69 24.04 35.093 5.09 0.19 0.3 u 2.7 60 u 1 . 1 3.1
92 22.07 35.206 4.63 0.25 0.4 0.01 4.0 120 0.06 0.4 0.9
115 21.30 35.339 4.34 0.34 1.4 0.33 3.8
137 20.85 35.466 4.36 0.34 1.4 0.30 3.8
182 19.16 35. 520 3.86 0.56 4.8 0.02 6.7
271 15.25 35. 488 4.22 0.71 8.0 0.01 8.6
360 12.41 35.193 4.88 0.74 9.8 0.01 1).2
541 19.17 34.742 5.17 1.20 16.1 0.01 6.7
909 5.52 34.685 2.23 2.50 29.8 0.01 73.6
118/1 4.57 34.703 2.30 2.63 31.2 0.01 90.5
1469 3.72 34.717 2.71 2.63 28.3 0.03 96.0
1856 2.76 34.735 3.12 2.60 32.3 0.01 109.0
1ÆIE JO 10 (C IE JO JO A 'J A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 319 LAT. 14°10'8 PRI MARY PROD. g C /m 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 74°55'F. EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.04
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4991 m RADIATION c;cal./cmYday
DATE '18-IV-64 TIME 0707 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 13 JOSN STD. TOW 3.5 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP SAL 0100 DEPTH
milL. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/L ¡.g/L ¡.gC/lld ¡.gC/I/d.
1 28.33 34.256 4.53 0.13 0.5 0.02 3.9 1 0.03 1.2 2.3
50 28.06 34.409 4.57 0.13 0.3 0.02 2.4 17 0.03 1.4 2.0
75 25.84 34. 81 8 4.93 0.15 0.2 u 4.1 34 0.07 0.8 0.3
99 23. 11 35.063 4.90 0.13 0.2 u 3.8 60 0.02 u 4.3
124 21 .93 35.152 4.30 0.30 2.4 0.42 5.6 120 0.06 0.2 u
149 1 9.96 35.160 2.94 0.81 10.1 0.01 11 . 1
174 18.77 35.266 3.07 0.85 10.9 0.02 11 .9
198 17.31 35.257 3.04 0.90 12.4 u 13.9
297 13.01 35.151 3.52 1 .21 12.5 0.01 17.7
396 1 O. 58 34.931 4.24 1.20 14.7 u 14.9
594 7.89 34.697 2.59 2.28 20.1 0.01 42.2
794 6.58 34.715 1.98 2.44 28.7 0.45 63.5
992 5.66 34.719 2.03 2.72 32.4 0.02 81.0
1289 4.59 34.725 2.26 2.82 31 .1 0.03 92.5
1589 3.52 34.727 2.68 2.77 26.7 0.03 1 04 . 0
1990 2.59 34.748 3.27 2.62 29.0 0.02 111.0
IllE lQ lU t: lE lQ lQ A 'I A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 320
CRUISE NO. t:
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 19-IV-64




ZOO PLAN KTON VOL














02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SI 03 Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
milt. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/1 ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/l/d fLgC/1 /d.
1 28.80 34.096 4.51 0.08 0.7 u 3.3 1 u 0.9 3.5
40 28.46 34.61 2 4.55 0.10 1 . 1 u 2.8 16 u 0.7 2.6
75 23.89 34.920 4.69 0.18 0.6 u 3.8 33 0.01 1.7 3.0
100 21.57 35.146 4.06 0.24 6.1 0.21 6.9 i:7 O.O'S 0.7 2.9
124 19.19 35.123 2.77 0.89 18.9 0.02 13.1 114 0.16 o. t: o. s
149 18.31 35.297 2.99 0.83 15.6 0.02 12.9
174 1 7. 07 35.291 3.17 0.85 16.5 0.02 13.8
199 1 5. 26 35.139 2.97 1.12 21.2 0.03 19.6
298 11 .86 34.990 3.24 1.33 28.0 0.02 23.4
397 9.46 34.790 4.23 1.36 24.6 0.02 17.4
597 7.25 34.703 2.04 2.42 39.1 0.04 58.2
795 6.09 34.703 1.83 2.55 44.9 0.06 76.5
993 5.12 34.703 2.03 2.69 46.8 0.02 90.0
1290 4.10 34.721 2.32 2.78 45.3 0.18 1 02.0
1589 3.27 54.750 2.83 2.60 38.3 0.20 1 06 . 0


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JÆ 1& 1J 1l C 1& 1J 1J A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 322 LAT. 06° 50 's PRI MARY PROD. g C 1m 2/doy
CRUISE NO. I) LONG. 75°02'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 1)01'7 m RADIATION o.eal. Ie m.2/day 
DATE 21-IV-64 TIME 0651 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH_ WIND Force 4. Dir. 20 10SN STD. TOW 10.2 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O",Sì ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLCJA/i. fLCJA/i. fLCJA/i. fLCJA/1. fLg/i. fLgC/l/d fLCJC/l/d.
1 29.25 34.321 ll. 50 0.13 0.4 0.01 3.0 1 0.04 2. I) 5.6
24 29.21 34.324 4.55 0.11 1.2 0.01 3.0 16 0.03 1.9 4.3
48 25.06 34.358 ll.41 0.26 0.4 0.02 4.9 33 0.03 2.5 ?0.4
73 19.59 34.593 2.29 1.09 16.5 0.31 17.8 54 0.22 0.9 12.5
97 --- 34.634 2.11 1.45 19.4 o . or( 27.8 107 0.10 2.0 2.7
121 1 5. 07 35.011 1.84 1.56 21.9 0.03 22.6
146 13.85 35.016 1.95 1.70 22.6 0.03 23.3
194 12.33 35.014 1.95 1.76 24.5 0.05 24.9
292 1 o. 94 34.959 2.49 1.80 24.9 0.04 25.3
391 9.97 34.946 2.35 1.89 26.6 0.05 27.6
587 8.55 34.894 2.05 2.30 29.3 0.10 43.7
783 7.55 34.819 1.59 2.54 31.3 0.10 61.2
978 5.75 34.859 1 .81 2.79 32.8 0.04 84.4
1272 4.62 34.747 2.06 2.78 33.4 0.24 95.8
1566 3.50 34.797 2.68 2.66 34.0 0.25 102.0
1957 2.60 34.776 3.05 2.57 30.5 0.18 117.0
II 1& lQ 1U (: 1& JD JD A 11 A







25 ° 00 i E
4768 m
0702
Force 2. Dir. 20
PRI MARY PROD. 9 C Im2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
RADIATION 341 o.cal.cmYday
ZOOPLANKTON VOL










02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/1 /d.
1 29.12 34.002 4.55 0.14 0.4 0.02 3.6 1 0.02 1.6 4.6
25 29.22 34. 1 08 4.54 0.17 0.3 0.01 3.0 13 -- -- --
49 28.14 34.303 4.57 0.18 0.4 u 2.4 26 0.02 2.7 6.1
74 24.02 35.029 3.40 0.60 4.3 0.12 7.0 39 0.05 2.5 6.4
98 18.39 35.103 1 .91 1.31 18.8 0.11 15.1 78 0.23 u 2.2
122 1 6. 22 35.159 2.01 1.41 17.6 0.03 16.1
147 14.62 35.110 2.16 1.55 17 .8 0.03 18.8
195 1 3. 02 35.056 2.23 1.64 21.1 0.03 21 .1
291 11 .32 34. 980 2.41 1.80 25.2 0.02 22.3
387 10.24 34.923 2.55 1.84 28.6 0.02 25.8
581 8.74 34.893 1.87 2.38 25.3 0.05 42.5
774 7.80 34.886 1.50 2.50 33.7 0.07 56.8
968 6.22 34.804 1.51+ 2.69 34.7 0.04 78.5
1261 4.91 34. 814 1.86 2.91 35.2 0.10 94.3
1554 3.69 34..786 2.47 2.79 34.5 0.15 106.0
1947 2.77 34.768 2.95 2.74- 31.4 0.12 116.0
IR IE IDYlI (Q IE l\ l\ A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 324
CRUISE NO. 5
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUNDATE 23-1V-64










IOSN STD. TOW 8.5








02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fcDEPTH TEMP SAL. 0100 DEPTH
ml/i' tLOA/1. tLgA/1. tLOA/1. tLOA/I. tLO/I. tLOC/l'd tLOC/I/d.
1 29038 340247 5.14 0.14 0.3 u 3.3 1 0.07 0.8 3.2
24 29052 34.460 5.08 0018 0.4 0.02 2.8 14 0.01 006 4.4
48 280 14 34 . 90 1 5.43 0.24 0.4 0.01 205 27 0.01 1.3 7.0
72 25056 35.196 4.83 0033 0.9 0.12 4.5 43 0.06 1.0 11 .2
96 22049 35. 256 3.59 0.72 10.4 0.48 8.2 86 0.12 u 1_1
119 18.89 35.224 2.56 1 .19 16.4 0.09 12.5
143 16.13 35.196 2.16 1.52 21.5 0.04 16.6
166 14.20 35.138 1.95 1.67 22.7 0.05 18.8
283 12.35 35.090 2.94 1.58 22.7 0.05 17.8
378 11 .37 35.045 2.35 1.79 23.1 0.05 23.5
569 9.18 34. 91 0 2.17 2.21 25.7 0.10 36.0
765 8.02 34. 91 0 1.41 2.62 24.1 0.09 57.0
964 --- 34.871 1.42 2.81 25.1 0.07 77.2
1264 5.44 34.860 1.67 2.87 24.4 0.22 89.1
1564 3.99 34.825 2.30 2.80 21 .1 0.27 1 04. 0
1964 3.03 34.786 2.85 2.74 18.2 0.19 110.0
II IE lQ 1I CC IE lD J1 A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 325
CRUISE NO. 5











Force 4, Dir. 30
PRI MARY PROD. 9 C /m2/day
EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.04
RADIATION o-cal.cmYday
ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
10SN STD. TOW 13.0 ml.m.2
02 P04 - P NO! - N N02-N Si O~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP SAL 0/00 DEPTH
milL. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLOA/i. fLgA/1. fLg/1. fLgC/lld fLgC/I/d.
1 29.67 34. 51 9 4.63 0.18 0.4 0.01 2.9 1 0.01 0.4 CJ.CJ
.25 29.68 34.522 4.63 0.18 0.5 0.02 2.5 17 0.02 1 .6 8.3
50 28.47 35.012 4.81 0.20 0.5 0.02 2.2 34 0.03 0.6 10.6
74 25. 11 35.335 3.95 0.46 5.1 0.41 4.5 60 0.04 1.0 17.1
99 22.92 35.418 3.31 0.78 9.1 0.15 6.7 120 0.10 u 3.7124 18.89 35.275 2.66 1.10 15.2 0.06 11.0
149 18.13 35.255 2.46 1.23 17.6 0.11 12.6
198 1 4. 00 35.144 1 .81 1.68 24.2 0.03 18.5
297 1 2. 04 35.089 2.00 1.82 25.9 0.05 20.9
397 1 0 . 80 35.072 1.58 2007 29.9 0.05 28.7
595 9.19 35.040 1.25 2.51 33.7 0.08 44.3
793 8.20 35.008 1. 13 2.62 37.1 0.09 57.6
993 -- 34Q951 1.30 2.91 35.6 0.04 75.5
1290 5.49 34. 904 1.56 2.97 37.7 0.09 88.5
1589 3.74 34.833 2.41 2.91 38.2 0.07 1 04. 0
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 327 LAT. 06°5lN PRIMARY PROD. g C 1m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 5 LONG. 75°02'F, EXT. COEFF. (k) O.Oi:
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 2699 m RADIATION g.cal./cm.2day
DATE 30-IV-64 TIME 0630 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force O. Dlr. 00 IOSN STD. TOW 1 i: i: ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O"Si ChI. Q INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfcDEPTH TEMP SAL 0/00 DEPTH
mill. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.g/i. ¡.gC/l/d ¡.gC/l/d.
1 30. 1 1 33.534 4.63 0.10 3.1 0.01 4.4 1 u 2.1 2.8
'25 29.89 33.541 4.73 0.12 3.0 u 3.4 16 0.01 2.1 3.2
50 27.79 34. 248 4.58 0.20 2.9 0.01 2.7 31 u 2.3 7.2
75 25.49 34.553 2.88 0.68 17.4 0.73 7.4 54 0.04 0.8 4.8
100 20.67 34.742 0.96 1.52 37.0 0.08 17.2 107 0.05 0.9 u
125 1 7 . 98 34.896 0.31 1.97 41.7 0.04 22.5
150 16.31 34. 947 0.37 2.13 42.9 0.04 25.5
200 14.17 35.091 0.53 2.16 39.6 0.05 25.9
300 12.23 35. 182 0.48 2.35 50.0 0.07 29.0
401 10.72 35. 1 08 0.90 2.35 45.7 0.06 34.8
600 9.45 35.094 0.59 2.72 46.9 0.10 49.2
799 8.16 350065 0.54 2.78 49.9 0.08 64.8
999 6.65 34.957 1.05 2.88 47.2 0.02 78.2
1298 5.26 34.906 1.55 2.95 43.9 0.12 94.0
1597 3.88 34.844 2.18 2.89 50.6 0.09 109.0
1995 2.73 34.786 2.85 2.79 38.3 0.09 118.0
BAjHYjHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
1 27 I 64 2100 ir44'N 69°ii'E 27.0
2 28 I 64 1800 16°521N 65°41'E 25.5
3 2050 16°44'N 65° 09' E 25.4
4 29 I 64 0000 16°37'N 640 39 '.E 25.1
5 0300 16026 'N 63°52'E 25.1
6 0615 16°14'N 63°30'E 25.2
7 1515 16°471N 63°20'E 25.4
8 1800 16° lOIN 62°49'E 25.8
9 2050 16°03'N 62° 18' E 25.7
10 30 i 64 0010 15057 'N 61°49'E 24.6
11 0305 15050 'N 61°17'E 24.7
12 0645 15037 IN 61° 00 ' E 25.0
13 1800 15°42 'N 60° 38 I E 24.5
14 2050 15°351N 60° 06' E 24.6
15 2400 15°311N 59°41'E 24.6
16 31 I 64 0300 15°26'N 59°08'E 25.0
17 0600 15°21'N 58°33'E 24.5
18 0805 15018 'N 58°09'E 23.8
19 1515 15° 22 'N 57°59'E 23.8
20 1800 150 BON 57°261E 27.1
21 2100 15004 'N 56°51'E 23.0
22 1 II 64 0000 15°02'N 56°26'E 23.5
23 0300 14°49'N 55°48 IE 23 0
24 0650 140 24 'N i:i:olR'F. 74.0
?C; 1500 14°16'N C;C;°lO'E 24 2
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
26 1 II 64 1800 14°09'N 54 ° 38 ' E 23.8
27 2050 14°02'N 54°09'E 24.5
28 2 II 64 0000 14 ° 02' N 53°53'E 24.0
29 0745 13046 'N 52°53'E 24.8
30 1500 13°541N 53°02'E 24.8
31 1800 13°47 IN 52° 28 ' E 24.4
32 2100 13°40'N 5 1 ° 54 ' E 25.5
33 3 II 64 0030 13° 36 'N 51023' E 24.7
34 0300 13°291N 50053'E 24.4
35 0700 13°181N 50° 19' E 25.0
36 1800. 12° 57'N 50052'E 24.7
37 2100 12°40'N 51° 15 ' E 24.8
38 4 II 64 0000 12°31'N 51° 30' E 25.4
39 0300 12° lOIN 51° 54 ' E 25.2
40 0600 ii052'N 52°19'E 25.0
41 0930 ii ° 3lN 52°491E 25.6
42 1215 10012'N 53°15'E 25.8
43 1505 10054'N 53°35'E 26.0
44 1800 10034'N 54°01 'E 26.2
45 2135 10024'N 54°22'E 26.2
46 5 II 64 0000 10013'N 54 ° 38 ' E 25.9
47 0300 09°48 'N 55°01'E 26.2
48 0630 09°161N 54°521E 26.1
49 1800 09°031N 54 ° 54 ' E 26 0
50 2nc; ()A ° ,() I N C;lL 0 i: 7 ' H'
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC 1
51 6 II 64 0000 08° OO'N S4°S8'E 26.2
52 0300 or 25 'N 54059' E 26.4
53 0630 07 ° 00' N 54 ° 53' E 26.5
54 1800 06° 51 'N SSo06'E 26.8
55 2050 06 ° 28 'N SSo041E 26.7
56 7 II 64 0000 06°08 'N Sso03'E 26.8
57 0300 OS044'N SSo011E 26.6
58 0600 os ° 19' N 54 ° 5 9 ' E 26.8
59 0855 04°56'N S4°S8'E 26.8
60 1600 04°32'N SSo021E 27.1
61 1800 04017 'N 55°01'E 27.0
62 2050 03° 55 'N SsoOl'E 26.9
63 8 II 64 0000 03° 37 'N 55°01 'E 26.9
64 0300 03°13'N S5°02'E 26.6
65 0600 02° 50'N SSo04'E 26.5
66 0930 02° 25 'N SSo04'E 27.6
67 1800 02°1S'N S4°S8'E 27.9
68 2050 01°S9'N 54 ° 57 ' E 27.6
69 9 II 64 0030 01°3S'N 54056' E 28.0
70 0300 01°17'N S4°5S'E 28.0
71 0630 000S6'N 54 ° 5 2' E 28.2
72 1800 00° 58 'N 54 ° 54' E 28.1
73 2050 00° 371N S40SS1E 28.2
74 2400 00016'N S4°SS'E 28.1
75 10 II 64 0300 00005 ' 8 S4°S61E 28 2
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OCl
76 10 II 64 0630 00° 27' 8 54 ° 57 ' E 28.2
77 1800 00°49' 8 S4°49'E 28.2
78 2050 01 ° 14' 8 540521 E 28.3
79 11 II 64 0000 01' 47' 8 540561 E 28.2
80 0300 02° 21 ' 8 SSo01'E 28.2
81 0615 02° 51' 8 SSo08'E 28.3
82 1805 03°22' 8 SSo14'E 29.3
83 2045 03036 18 55 ° 28' E 28.8
84 16 II 64 0630 06° 31' 8 SSo161E 29.2
85 1800 07°02' 8 SSo12'E 29.2
86 2050 07 ° 34' 8 SSo10'E 29.0
87 17 II 64 0001 08°00' 8 S5°09'E 28.6
88 0300 08° 31 ' 8 55008' E 28.5
89 0620 08 ° SO ' 8 55° 15' E 28.5
90 1800 09° 03 ' 8 SSo13'E 28.0
91 2050 09° 33' 8 SSo12'E 28.1
92 18 II 64 0000 10°00' 8 SSo11'E 28.4
93 0300 10° 28' 8 SSo10'E 28.0
94 0615 10°46'8 SSo16'E 28.9
95 1800 10°46'8 SSo06'E 28.8
96 2050 11°17'8 55000' E 28.4
97 2400 11°4718 540 52 ' E 28.4
98 19 II 64 0315 12° 21 ' 8 54045 ' E 28.3
99 0620 12° 31' 8 54 ° 36 ' E 28.5
100 1500 12°4018 S4°33'E 28.5
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSI TION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (Oe)
101 19 II 64 1800 13°04' 8 54 ° 37' E 28.3
102 2050 13035'8 54°43'E 28.0
103 20 II 64 0000 14 ° 07 ' 8 54°47'E 28.0
104 0300 14040' 8 54 ° 52' E 28.0
105 0620 14 ° 56' S 54°48'E 27.6
106 1800 15 ° 34 ' 8 54° 50'E 27.5
107 2050 16°04' 8 54° 50'E 28.0
108 21 II 64 0000 16033'8 54°49'E 28.0
109 0615 1r19'8 54°41'E 28.0
LLO 1800 1r34'8 54 ° 48 i E 28.3
ILL 3 I II 64 2050 20°0218 56°15'E 26.3
112 0615 20003' 8 54°49'E 26.8
113 1800 20° 34 ' 8 54 ° 58 ' E 26.5
114 2050 21 ° 08 ' 8 54°56'E 26.1
115 4 III 64 0000 21 ° 39' 8 54°53'E 26.2
116 0300 22014' 8 54°52'E 25.8
117 0645 22° 57' 8 54 ° 58' E 25.8
118 1500 23°31'8 54° 50'E 26.2
119 1800 24°07' 8 54°55'E 26.5
120 2050 24 ° 38 ' 8 54° 57'E 26.4
121 5 II i 64 0005 25°05' 8 54°59'E 26.0
122 0300 25041'8 54°581E 25.5
123 0615 26°05'8 54°58'E 25.3
124 1800 26°25'8 55°01'E 25.5
125 2050 26°55'8 55°01 'E 25.5
R/V AJ'-ITON BRUUN, CRUISE 5
SLIDE POSITION SURF.DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.NO. LAT, LONG. iOe)
126 5 III 64 2400 27 ° 22 ' S 1)5 ° 00' E 71) 1
127 6 III 64 061 I) 2Ro 1 A' c; 1)4 ° I) 1 'F. 74 A
128 1800 2R°I)R'S I)5°0R'E 71) 1
129 201)0 2g029'S I)I)°09'E 7e; ()
130 7 III 64 0610 30°49' 8 55°00'E 72 6
131 1500 30053'S 54°58'E 71 1
132 1800 31 ° 25 ' 8 54 ° 59' E 23 2
133 2050 31055' 8 54 ° 59' E 23.0
133X 8 II I 64 0015 32°22'8 54059' E 22 I)
134 0600 33°10'8 55°06'E 21 0
135 1800 33052'8 I)I)°05'E 71 I)
136 2050 34 ° 23' 8 55°06'E 71 ()
137 9 I II 64 0000 34054' 8 55°07'E 20.4
138 0300 35 ° 24 ' 8 55°101E 70 I)
139 0608 35037'8 55°16'E 19.7
140 29 III 64 2050 23° 21 ' 8 58°52'E 27.6
141 30 III 64 2050 26 ° 34' 8 61°31'E 25.8
142 31 III 64 2050 29°46' 8 64 ° 2 l E 23.5
143 1 iv 64 2050 32° 54' 8 6r22'E 22.5
144 2 iv 64 2050 35°44' 8 70035'E 20.0
145 3 iv 64 2050 38 ° 5 1 i 8 74°03'E 17.0
146 4 iv 64 0615 40°00' 8 75°04'E 15.2
147 1830 40037 ' S 75001 'E 1'i Q
148 2050 41°01'S 7 I) ° 00 ' F. 11 I)
149 2400 41°2Q'S 74°i)9'F. i'l ?
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
150 5 iv 64 0300 42°00'8 74°57'E 13.1
151 1210 42°2318 74°56'E 12.3
152 1810 42°31'8 75° 00 ' E 12.3
153 2050 42° 59' 8 74°59'E 12.3
154 6 iv 64 0000 43°22'8 75°02 'E 12.1
155 0300 43°53'8 75° 05 ' E 11.8
156 0600 43°56'8 75° 06 ' E 11.4
157 0900 43° 31 i S 75° 27 ' E 10.9
158 1205 43°0518 75°49'E 12.5
159 1500 42°39'8 76° 05 ' E 12.9
160 1800 42° 11 18 76°211E 12.8
161 2050 4104318 76°341E 14.5
162 2400 41°2018 76°42'E 14.4
163 7 iv 64 0300 40° 50' 8 76°54 'E 13.9
164 0600 40°20' S 7r 07' E 14.1
165 0910 39°461E n° 20'E 15.1
166 1210 39° 15 IS 7r32'E 15.8
167 2050 38°221 S n037'E 15.5
168 9 iv 64 0605 36°58'8 75° 14 i E 17.0
169 1800 36°2018 75°11'E 19.4
170 2215 35°41'8 75006 i E 18.0
171 2400 35 ° 22 18 75°04'E 19.3
172 10 iv 64 0300 34°51'8 750 00 i E 18.5
173 0605 34032' 8 74048 i E 19.4
174 1800 33°5318 74°551E 19.3
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. ( °C)
175 10 iv 64 2050 33°2218 74°561E 20 2
176 11 iv 64 0000 32° C¡C¡, c: 76.°r:71T? ?? ()
1n 0300 32°2318 74° 57 IE ?1 r:
178 0600 31 ° 52 18 74°57'E ?? 'l
179 0750 31034 i 8 74°56'E 22.7
180 1515 31 ° 08 18 74°561T? ?'l ?
181 1815 30° 36 ' 8 74°581E 22.8
182 2050 30°0918 74°58'E 22.3
183 12 iv 64 0000 29°4218 74°59'E 22.3
184 0300 2901218 75°00'E 22 c¡
185 0604 28°5018 74°52'E 22 7
186 1500 28050'8 74°591E 23.5
187 1800 28019' 8 75°01'E 23.6
188 2050 27°49' 8 75°031E 26. 7
189 13 iv 64 0000 27019' 8 75°051E 24.9
190 0300 26°4818 75°07' E 24.6
191 0645 26° 31' 8 75° 06 i E 24.7
192 1800 26°07'8 75°04'E 25.0
.193 2050 25037 i 8 75°03'E 24.9
194 14 iv 64 0000 25 ° 15 i 8 75°01 'E 25.0
195 0300 24043'8 740591 E 25.0
196 0650 24 ° 25 i 8 74°50'E 24.8
197 1800 23052'8 74°591E 26..8
198 2050 21°261s 7'i°()1 'T? ?r: ()
1aa ?A()() ?'l°()11 Q 7r:°()C¡'T? ')c; 1'
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSl TlON SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.L.AT. L.ONG. (OC)
200 is iv 64 0320 22° 26 IS 7 S 007 'E 2S.9
201 1012 21°S8'S 7S010'E 26.3
202 1830 210 38 ' S 7s016'E 26.3
203 20S0 21°13'S 7So 17' E 26.2
204 16 iv 64 0000 20° 46' S 7So 18 'E 27.1
20S 0300 20016 IS 7S020'E 27.2
206 063S 19°44's 7 SOlS' E 27.2
207 1800 19° 17' S 7s020'E 27.0
208 20S0 18047' S 75°13'E 27.6
209 17 iv 64 0000 18°17'S 7So07 'E 27.9
210 0300 1r4S' 8 74°S9'E 28.1
211 061S 170 06 ' 8 740 Sl IE 28.2
212 080S 16°42'8 74°50'E 28.3
213 1530 1602718 74°S0'E 28.4
214 1800 16°10's 74°S01E 28.4
21S 20S0 lS0401 S 74°S21E 28.4
216 18 iv 64 0000 iso 11 i 8 74°SS'E 28.6
217 0300 14 ° 39' S 74°S71E 28.6
218 0635 140 11 ' 8 740 Sl 'E 28.S
219 1800 1 i04'i'~ 74°'iR'F. ?RR
220 20S0 13°1S18 74°'i7'F. ?R h
221 19 iv 64 0000 12° 44 ' ~ 74°'i'i'F. 2R 6
222 moo l?Ol?IQ 7/,0 i: ':' 1; ?Q 7
223 064S 11 047' 8 74°4JlE 29.0
224 180S 11 ° is ' 8 74°S2'E 2a 0
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUlSE 'i
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.L.AT. L.ONG. ( °C)
22S 19 iv 64 20S0 10044's 74°S6'E 29.2
226 20 iv 64 0010 10014's 74° S9'E 29.2
227 0300 09044' 8 7S003'E 29.3
228 0630 09°2118 74°58'E 29.3
229 180S 080 S 2 ' S 7So12'E 29.7
230 20S0 08°22'8 7S009'E 29.7
231 21 iv 64 0000 orS318 750 07 ' E 24.3
232 0620 06°S1'8 7S004'E 29.4
233 lS00 06047'8 7 S 0 05 ' E 30.1
234 1800 060 14 ' 8 7S001 'E 29.4
235 2050 OS043'8 74°59'E 29.5
236 22 iv 64 0000 050 14' 8 74°S7'E 29.4
237 0315 04040'8 74°56'E 29.4
238 0632 04009' 8 74° 58'E 29.2
239 1800 04002' 8 75°03'E 29.4
240 2050 03041' 8 7S005'E 29.3
241 23 iv 64 0000 03015'8 7so071E 29.4
242 0300 02040' 8 75° os ' E 29.S
243 0627 02°06' 8 7S0101E 29.7
244 1812 01°52'8 7S003'E 30.1
24S 2050 01035'8 74°42'E 29.7
246 24 iv 64 0000 01020'8 74°20'E 30.0
247 0300 oi 006 ' s 73°55'E 30.0
24R 27 iv 64 2100 00° 25 ' S 73°32'E 29.7
249 28 iv 64 010S 00007' 8 740 08 ' E 29,8
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (Oe 1
250 28 iv 64 0300 00022'N 74°25'E 29.7
251 0805 01006 'N 74°59'E 29.8
252 1510 01°34'N 75°l3'E 30.5
253 1800 02°01 'N 75°l3'E 30.2
254 2050 02° 27'N 75°10'E 30.2
255 29 iv 64 0000 02° 53 IN 75007 'E 30.2
256 0305 03°23'N 75°021E 30.0
257 0633 03°54'N 74°59'E 30.8
258 1800 04°19'N 74055 'E 30.6
259 2050 04°49'N 74°551E 30.2
260 30 iv 64 0000 05017 'N 74°55'E 30.0
261 0245 05°47 'N 74°55'E 30.2
262 0600 06021 'N 74°55'E 30.3
263 1200 06052 'N 75°02'E 31.3
264 1500 07°21'N 75°l2'E 30.9
265 2050 08°20'N 75°34'E 31.0
266 2 V 64 2050 12058 'N 74°26'E 30.7
267 3 V 64 2050 16°39'N 72°56'E 30.1
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRU1SE 5
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (Oei
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJS£ 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
P lank ton: 27 Jan 64 281X ir441N 69°11'E
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Surface 2109-2135 M-O 1669 POFI
Plankton- (thermocline 100 m): 28 Jan 64 28lY 1 6044 i N 65008 IE
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Surface 2105-2125 M-O 167Ï POFI
Oblique (in 3 jars) 0-75 2110-2133 M-O l672 POFI
l~~~
Plankton: 29 Jan 64 282 l6°131N 63°291E 3750
Oblique LOOO-2000 0755-1030 BE-3 1677 SOSC
Ob li que 500-l000 0817 -lOlO BE-3 1675 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0835-0945 BE-3 l676 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1l05-1121 IOSN 1678 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1125-1145 75M25 1679 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 139 m): 29 Jan 64 282A l6° 03 IN 62°16'E
Horizontal Surface 2l06-2l29 M-O 1680 POFI
Ob li que 0-224 2110-2137 M-O 1681 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (1.) (1.)
Plankton: 30 Jan 64 283 15°42'N 60052'E 4021
Ob li que 1000-2000 0814-1140 BE-3 l683 ~o~r.
Oblique 500-1000 0830-1116 BE-3 l684 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0855-l055 BE-3 1685 SOSC
Oblique l25-250 0855-1055 BE-3 1686 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0855-l055 BE-3 1687 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1140-1156 IOSN 1689 OBC
Vertical 0-200 1200-1215 75M25 1688 SOSC
Plankton: 30 Jan 64 283A l5°35'N 60004 IE
Horizontal (in 2 jars) l~91 pomSur face 2111-2l40 M-O 1 ,Q?
Thermocline . l~~rOblique (in 2 jars) to sur face 2135-2208 M-O 16 0 pom
Plankton: 31 Jan 64 284 15°22'N 58°12'E 3722
Oblique 1000-2000 0955 -1302 BE-3 1693 SOSC
Ob li que 500-1000 L015-L245 BE-3 1694 SOSC
Oblique (in 3 jars) 250-500 l036-1225 BE-3 1695 ßOSC
tg§7 ßOSCVertical (in 2 jars) 0-200 1309-1315 IOSN lObU OBC1698
Vertical 0-200 1320-1337 7')M2') 1 f\qq f:O~r.
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
CO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton: 3l Jan 64 284A 15°04'N 56°51'E
Horizontal (in 3 i ars) Surface 2108-2135 M-O 1701 POFI
B8§ POFI
Plankton' 1 Feb 64 285 14°22'N 54018' E 1994
Oblique 500-l000 0835-l010 BE-3 1706 sosc
Obliaue 250-500 0844 - L004 BE-3 l707 SOSC
Oblique l25-250 0844-1004 BE-3 1709 SOSC
Oblique 0-l25 0844-1004 BE-3 1710 SOsc
Vertical 0-200 1020-l035 IOSN l704 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1037 -l054 75M25 1705 IsOSC
Plankton- (thermocline l10 m): 1 Feb 64 285A l4°02'N 54008 ' E
Horizontal Surface 2l06-2127 M-O l728 POFI
Oblique 0-90 2l09-2128 M-O 1727 POFI
Plankton: 2 Feb 64 286 13°50'N 52" 5 9' E 2345
Oblique 500-1000 0759-0935 BE-3 1715 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 08l6-0925 BE-3 1714 SOSC
Ob li que l25 -250 0816-0925 BE-3 1713 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0816-0925 BE-3 1712 sosc
Vertical 0-200 0945-0959 IOSN 1716 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1000-1010 75M25 1717 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO.LAT. LONG. 1M) 1M) CUSTODY
Plankton 2 Feb 64 286A 13°40lN 5 io 54 i E
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Surface 2iOO-2125 M-O I736 POFI
Ob li que
Thermocline 2l05-2120 M-O 1731 POFIto surface
Plankton: 3 Feb 64 287 13011 IN 50022'E 3145
Oblique 500-1000 0856-1133 BE-3 l724 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0920-1102 BE-3 1723 SOSC
Ob li que l25-250 0920-1102 BE-3 l722 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0920-1102 BE-3 1721 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1155-1210 IOSN l719 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1212-l223 75M25 1720 SOSC
Plankton: 3 Feb 64 287A l2°40 IN 51013IE
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Sur face 2103-2126 M-O Hj3 POFI
Oblique 0-100 2108-2135 M-O 1734 POFI
Plankton: 4 Feb 64 287B ioo 21 IN 540 l7' E
Horizontal Surface 2157 -2220 M-O 1775 POFI
Oblique (in 2 jars) ITnermoc l,ine 2156-2220 M-O 1776 POFIto sur face
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN l CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton: 5 Feb 64 288 09028 IN 54052 i E 4648
Oblique 1000-2000 0750-1112 BE-3 1744 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 0810-l050 BE-3 1743 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0833-1030 BE-3 1737 sosc
Oblique l25-250 0833-1030 BE-3 1738 SOSC
Ob li que 0""125 0833-1030 BE-3 l739 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1117 -1133 IOSN 174l IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1135-1145 75M25 1740 SOSC
Plankton-(thermocline 75 m): 5 Feb 64 288A 08029 IN 54°56'E
Horizontal Surface 2l03-2l25 M-O 1780 POFI
Oblique (in 2 jars) 0-75 2107 -212l M-O tH~ ¡POFI
Pla . fi llph fi4 2Ra ()7°10'N Ii:i:o oi:' F. i:O?Q
Obliaue 1000-2000 0743-1115 RF.-3 174'1 I~o~('
Oblique 500-1000 0803-l050 BE-3 1746 I~o~('
Oblique 250-500 0830-l023 BE-3 1747 Isosc
Oblique 125-250 0830-1023 BE-3 1748 SOSC
Ob li que 0- 1 25 0830-1023 BE-3 1749 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1122-1129 IOSN 1751 T OR('
Vertical 0- 200 1133-1147 75M25 l750 ~n~~
BJOLOGJCAL LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION 8OTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton- (thermocline LOO m): 6 Feb 64 289A 06°28'N 55004' E
Horizontal Sur face 2100-2l2l M-O 1773 POFI
Ob li que 0-100 2l04-2125 M-O 1774 POFI
Plankton: 7 Feb 64 290 05°02'N 55°0l'E 4956
Oblique 0-500 1125-12l6 M-O l791 SOSC
Oblique 0-250 1135-1205 75M3 1792 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1020-1030 IOSN 1790 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1035-1050 75M25 1789 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 70 m): 7 Feb 64 290A 03°54'N 1s5°0l'E
Horizontal Surface 2100-2121 M-O 1765 ocOFI
Ob li que 0-75 2101-2124 M-O 1766 ocOFI
Plankton: 8 Feb 64 29l 02031 'N 1s5°04'E 486l
Vertical 1142-1153 IOSN 1758 OBC
Vertical 1158-1213 75M25 1759 SOSC
Oblique 1000-2000 1250-160l BE-3 1764 SOSC
Oblique
. 500- 1000 13l0-l543 BE-3 1763 SOSC
Ob li que 250-500 1334-1520 BE-3 1762 SOSC
Oblique l25 -250 l334-1520 BE-3 1761 SOSC
Oblique 0- 125 1334-1520 BE-3 1760 SOSC
BJOLOGJCAL LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJS£ 5
POSITION BOTTOM SA M P LI NG SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
GEARLAT. LONG. (M) (M) NO. CUSTODY
Plankton- (thermocline 75 m): 8 Feb 64 291A 01058' N 54057 ' E
Horizontal Surface 2059-2l20 M-O 177l POFI
Obliaue 0-75 2100-2121 M-O 1772 POFI
Plankton: 9 Feb 64 292 01°03'N 54°46'E 4705
Oblique 1000-2000 0928-1235 BE-3 1752 SOSC
Ob li que 500-1000 0945-12l0 BE-3 1753 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 1005-115l BE-3 1754 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 1005-1151 BE-3 1755 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 L005-1151 BE-3 1756 sose
Vertical 0-200 1245 -1300 IOSN 1757 IOBC
Plankton: 9 Feb 64 292A 00037'N 54054' E
Horizontal Sur face 2057 -212l M-O 1891 POFI
Oblique I Thermo cline 
to surface 2100-2123 M-O 1892 POFI
Plankton LO Feb 64 293 . 000 3l ' S 54°561E 4599
Oblique 0-500 0803-0850 M-O 1769 SOSC
Oblique 0-250 0814-084l 75M3 1770 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 0904-0915 IOSN 1767 OBC
Vertical 0-200 0959-10l2 75M25 1768 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANjON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEARLAT. LONG. (M) (M) NO. CUSTODY
Plankton -(thermocline 50 m): 10 Feb 64 293A 01015'S 54052 ' E
Horizontal Q"...ç" '"'' ?101-?1?O M-O 1 RR1 POFT
Ob li aue 0- SO 21 O?-?l?l M-O 1 RR1 POFT
Plankton: 11 Feb 64 294 02°5l'S 54058' E 3180
Obliaue lOOO-2000 0739-1050 BE-3 1787 SOSC
Oblique (in 2 iars) 0757-1028
l~~b
so~r.500-100 BE-3 25 2
Oblique 250-500 0828-l006 RE-3 17Ri: Q()Q(,
Ohlique l25-250 0828-l006 BE-3 1784 SOSC
Oblique 0-l25 0828-l006 BE-1 17R1 ~n~r.
Vertical 0-200 l055-1108 IO~N 17R1 TORr.
Vertical 0-200 1110-1125 75M25 1782 ~OSC
Plankton- (thermocline 75 m): 11 Feb 64 294A 03037 ' S 55°22'E
Horizontal Surface 2102-2124 M-O 1909 POFI
Oblique 0-50 2107 -2120 M-O 1910 POFI
Plankton: l5 Feb 64 294B 05°09'S )5026' E
Horizontal Sur face 2108-2129 M-O 1911 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton: l6 Feb 64 295 06°28'S 55°121E 3328
Obliaue i;nn_i nnn OROR-ll0a RR_1 1 R17 c:nc:~
Oblique 250-500 0821-1047 RR-1 lR16 c:()c:r.
Ob li Que 125-250 082l-1047 BE-3 1834 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0821 - 1047 BE-3 1833 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1138-1151 IOSN 1903 IOBC
Vertical 0- 200 1153-1206 75M25 1904 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 40 m): 16 Feb 64 295A or 34 ' S 1s5°10'E
Horizontal Surface 2105-2l28 M-O 1882 iPovr
Oblique 0-40 2106-2123 M-O 1883 povr
Plankton: l7 Feb 64 296 08°42'S 55°07'E 3922
Ob li Que 1000-2000 0756-1113 BE-3 1871 sosc
Oblique 500-1000 0816-l053 BE-3 1870 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0838-l032 BE-3 l869 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0838-l032 BE-3 1868 SOSC
Oblique 0- 1 25 0838-1032 BE-3 1867 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1124-1140 IOSN 1872 OBC
Vertical 0- 200 1145-l202 75M25 l873 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJS£ 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CU RRElTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO.LAT. LONG. 1M) 1M) CUSTODY
Plankton- (extended thermocline): 17 Feb 64 296A 09°32'S 155°12'E
Horizontal Surface 2105-2l20 M-O l884 POFI
Oblique 0- 112 2106-2127 M-O 1885 POFI
Plankton: 18 Feb 64 297 10047 IS 550 l5 IE' 3935
Oblique lOOO-2000 0729-1056 BE-3 1863 sosc
Oblique 500-1000 0743-l037 BE-3 1862 SOSC
Ob li que 250-500 0824-1017 BE-3 1861 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0824-1017 BE-3 1860 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0824-1017 BE-3 1859 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1102-1120 IOSN 1865 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1128-1143 75M25 l866 SOSC
Plankton- (extended thermocline): l8 Feb 64 297A 11 0 18 ' S 154059 ' E
Horizontal Surface 2102-2122 M-O 1886 IPOFI
Oblique 2104-2l24 M-O l887 IPOFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. 1M) 1M)
P lank ton: 19 Feb 64 298 12°33'S 54033' E 4497
Ob li que 1000- 2000 07 '10-1104 RR-1 1R7fi c: () c: ('
1875Oblique 500-1000 0809-1044 BE-3 1877 SOSC
Ob li que 0-500 0829- l02l BE-3 l874 SOSC
iVertical 0-200 1109-1123 IOSN i 1901 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1127 -1140 75H25 1902 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 75 m): 19 Feb 64 298A 13037' S 54°43'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2127 IOSN 2529 POFI
Oblique 0-75 2106-2126 75M25 2528 IPOFI
Plankton: 20 Feb 64 299 l4°57'S 54043' E 4462
Oblique 0-350 1428-1510 75M3 1900 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1005-1018 IOSN 1888 tIOBC
Vertical 0-200 1020-1039 75M25 1889 SOSC
Plankton-(thermocline 75 m): 20 Feb 64 299A l6°04'S 154050' E
Horizontal Surface 2105-2l23 M-O 2531 POFI
Oblique 0-75 2103-2120 M-O 2530 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. 1M) 1M)
Plankton: 21 Feb 64 300 1 r 14' S 54°38'E 4576
Ob li que 1000-2000 0730-1042 BE-3 1897 SOSC
Oblique 500-l000 0752-1021 BE-3 1896 SOSC
Oblique (some of sample lost) 250-500 08l0-1000 BE-3 l895 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0810-1000 BE-3 l894 SOSC
Oblique 0-l25 0810-l000 BE-3 1893 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1110-l114 IOSN 1898 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1116-1130 75M25 1899 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 85 m): 2 Mar 64 300A 20002' S 56°13'E
Horizontal Sur face 2107 -2127 M-O 2523 IPOFI
Oblique 0-90 2110-2130 M-O 2522 IPOFI
Plankton: 3 Mar 64 301 19°57'S 54058 ' E 4363
Oblique 1000-2000 0742-1052 BE-3 1916 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 080l-1033 BE-3 1915 ßOSC
Ob li que 250-500 0823-10l4 BE-3 1914 ßOSC
Oblique 125-250 0823-1014 BE-3 1913 ßOSC
Oblique 0-125 0823-1014 BE-3 1912 ßOSC
Vertical 0-200 1106-1125 IOSN 1919 OBC
Vertical 0-200 1125-1140 75M25 1920 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION 80TTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
P1ankton- (thermocline 60 m): 3 Mar 64 30lA 2l 008' S 154° 55 'E
Oblique
------.
Surface 2105-2123 M-O 2524 1P0FI
Oblique 0-58 2106-2123 M-O 2525 IPOFI
Plankton: 4 Mar 64 302 23°07'S 1)4050' E 4174
Ob li que 1000-2000 0820-1157 BE-3 1932 SOSC
Ob li que 500-1000 0839-1137 BE-3 1931 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0903-l110 BE-3 1930 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0903-1110 BE-3 1929 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0903-l110 BE-3 1928 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1200-1211 IOSN 2518 OBC
Vertical 0-200 l213-1230 75M25 2519 SOSC
Plankton -(thermocline 70 m): 4 Mar 64 30ZA 240 39' S 154057 ' E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2130 M-O 2514 POFI
Oblique 0-75 2105-2125 M-O 2515 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJS~ 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
P lank ton: 5 Mar 64 303 26000' S ~4 052 ' E 4905
Vertical 0-200 0800-0812 IOSN 2520 OBC
Ob li aue 1000-2000 0835-1155 BE-3 1947 sosc
Oblique 500-1000 0859- 1134 BE-3. 1948 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0920-1113 BE-3 1946 SOSC
Oblique (in 2 ;ars) l25-250 0920-l113 BE-3 g4~ SOSC
Oblique 0-125 09_20-1113 BE-3 1943 sosc
Plankton- (thermocline 80 m): 5 Mar 64 303A 26°56'S )5°01'E
Oblique Thermocline 2111-2135 2527 IPOFIto surface M-O
Plankton: 6 Mar 64 304 28022' S 55-02'E 4905
Oblique 1000-2000 0735-1052 BE-3 1927 isosc
Oblique 250-500 0818-0937 BE-3 1926 SOSC
Oblique l25-250 0818-0937 BE-3 1925 1S0sc
Ob li que 0- 1 25 0818-0937 BE-3 1924 ¡SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1103-1113 IOSN 2516 ~OBC
Vertical 0-200 1121-1138 75M25 2517 ¡SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline indistinct): 6 Mar 64 304A 29°31'S 155009' E
Horizontal Surface 2107 -2125 M-O 2532 POFI
Oblique (in 2 jars) 0-96 2110-2128 M-O ž~jj POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN l CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODyLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton: 7 Mar 64 305 30050' S 155°02'E 3927
Obliaue (time aDDroximate) n - ?7 nn mii:-ll ?n 7i:Mi ?i:lil Ic:nc:r.
Obliaue 1000-200n n7iq-iii i: RF.- i 2i:n Ic:nc:c
Oblique (net came up half open) 500-1000 0817 -1024 BE-3 2540 SOSC
Ob li que 250-500 0835-l004 BE-3 2512 SOSC
Oblique 0- 250 0835-l004 BE-3 2511 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 l118-1132 IOSN 2543 ~OBC
Vertical 0-200 1133-1145 75M25 2521 SOSC
Plankton-(thermocline 60 m): 7 Mar 64 305A 310561S ¡?4° 5 9' E
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Surface 2100-2l22 2536 IPOFIM-O 2535
Oblique (in 2 jars) 0-64 2102-2120 M-O Ž31~ IPOFI
Plankton: 8 Mar 64 306 33°13'S ¡?5°10'E 4100
Oblique 0-2700 0711-1007 75M3 1936 ßOSC
Oblique LOOO-2000 0713-1005 BE-3 1942 ßOSC
Oblique (net came up half open) 500-l000 0743-0923 BE-3 1941 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0758-0902 BE-3 1940 ::OSC
Oblique 125-250 0758-0902 BE-3 1935 ::OSC
Oblique 0- l25 0758-0902 BE-3 1934 ,OSC
Vertical 0-200 1010-102l IOSN 1937 OBC
Vertical 0-200 l024-1040 75M25 1939 OSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V AN-rON BHUUN 1 CHUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH D E P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. 1M) 1M)
Plankton- (homothermal) : 8 Mar 64 306A 340 25 ' S 155°06'E
Horizontal Sur face 2l03-2127 M-O 2526 IPOFI
Oblique 0-38 2106-2122 M-O 2537 lPOFI
Plankton: 9 Mar 64 307 35°421S 155°15'E 3304
Oblique 0-2700 0718-l047 75M3 2507 SOSC
Oblique LOOO-2000 0720-l045 BE-3 2506 SOSC
Oblique 500- LOOO 0750-0958 BE-3 2505 sase
Ob li que 250-500 0806-0941 BE-3 2503 SOSC
Oblique 125 -250 0806-0941 BE-3 2502 SOSC
Ob li que 0- l25 0806-0941 BE-3 250l SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1048-l059 IOSN 2508 II OBC
Vertical 0-200 1102-1114 75M25 2509 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 60 m): 29 Mar 64 307A 230 2l ' S 158°52'E
Horizontal Sur face 2102-2l23 M-O 2583 IPOFI
Oblique 0-50 2105-2127 M-O 2584 IPOFI
Plankton- (thermocline 60 m): 30 Mar 64 307B 26°34's 6103l'E
Horizontal Surface 2059-2117 M-O 258l POFI
Oblique 0-50 2059-2114 M-O 2582 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN 1 CRUJSË 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEARLAT. LONG. (M) (M) NO. CUSTODY
Plankton- (thermocline 50 m): 31 Mar 64 307C 29°46'S 64°22'E
Horizontal Sur face 2058-2119 M-O 2577 POFI
Oblique 0-45 2112-2127 M-O 2578 POFI
Plankton- (thermocline 60 m): 1 Apr 64 307D 32°56'S 6r23'E
Horizontal (in 2 jars) Sur face 2l05-2129 M-O LJ/L. POFI2575
Ob li que 0-50 2106-2127 M-O 2576 POFI
Plankton- (thermocline 80 m): 2 Aor 64 307E 35°45'S 70,036' E
Horizontal Sur face 2059-2125 M-O 2572 rpOFI
1'1. 1 . 0-75 2102-2120 M-O 2573 POFI
Plankton- (thermocline ~radual. ~ Anr 6li 307F 38051 ' ~ 74°02'E
~xt:.enoeo JU-l.'U m)
POFIHorizontal Surface 2l0l-2l2l M-O 2569
Oblique (in 2 ;ars) 0-110 2104-2127 M-O
l5ZU
POFI2571
Plankton: 4 Apr 64 308 ,40004' S 75°00'E 362l
. (malfulffion closlnã de~~i e 1000-2000 0750-1040Oblique possi e contamin tion BE-3 1797 SOSC
Ob li que 500-1000 0828-l001 BE-3 1796 SOSC
Ob lique 0-500 0845-0940 BE-3 1794 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1047 -1105 IOSN 1798 OBC
Vertical 0-200 1106-1117 75M25 2593 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH OE PTH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. 1M) 1M)
Plankton- (isothermal) : 4 Anr 64 30SA 41001 i S 750 00 i E
Horizontal - - ?1 Oh_?1 ~o M_() ?r:h7 povr
Oblique 0-100 210R-2127 M_O ?i:h~ povr
Plankton: 5 Apr 64 309 42°23'S 74°54'E 3371
Oblique 1000-2000 080l-1101 Rli-3 1 ~O~ c:oc:('
Oblique 500-1000 0842-1103 BE-3 lR02 c:m:('
Oblique 250-500 0854-0945 RE-~ 1 ~() c:()c:('
Ob li que 125 -250 0854-0945 BE-3 1800 "OSC
Oblique 0-125 0854-0945 Rli-~ 17QQ c:oc:('
Vertical 0-200 1105-1120 TOC:N 1 ROl. .OR('
Plankton- (isothermal) : 5 Apr 64 309A 43001' S 5003' E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2116 M-O 2'i-iR POFT
Oblique (in 2 jars) 0-100 2105-2123 M-O ~~~~ IPOFI
Plankton- (isothermal): 6 Apr 64 309.1 '41042' S t76°34'E
Hori zon ta 1 Surface 2115-2130 M-O 2560 POFI















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POS I TI 0 N BOTTOM SA M P LI NG SAMP, LABEL CURRENT
COLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG, (M) (M)
Plankton: 10 Apr 64 311 34°31'S 'r4°47'E 3528
Oblique lOOO-2000 0716-l004 BE-3 l817 SOSC
Ob 1i que 500-1000 0752-0927 BE-3 l816 SOSC
Ob li que 250-500 0804-0913 BE-3' 1815 pOSC
Oblique 125 -250 0804-0913 BE-3 1814 ßOSC
Ob li que 0-l25 0804-0913 BE-3 1813 ßOSC
Vertical 0-200 1013-1025 IOSN 1818 OBC
Vertical 0-200 l029-l045 'r5M25 1819 OSC
Plankton- (thermocline 80 m): 10 Apr 64 311A 33°22'S 4056' E
Horizontal Surface 2102-2124 M-O 2556 OFI
Oblique 0-80 2l05-2l23 M-O 2557 OFI
P lank ton: 11 Apr 64 312 3i026'S 4°57'E 3581
Oblique 1000-2000 0920-1220 BE-3 1824 OSC
Oblique 500-l000 0956-1134 BE-3 l823 OSC
Oblique 250-500 L005 -1115 BE-3 1822 OSC
Oblique 125-250 1005-1115 BE-3 1821 OSC
Oblique 0-l25 1005-1115 BE-3 1820 OSC
Vertical 0-200 l229-1240 IOSN 1825 OBC
Vertical 0-200 1242-1254 5M25 1827 OSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. 1M) 1M)
Plankton- (thermocline 70 m): 11 Apr 64 312A 30009' S 174°58'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2131 M-O 2579 POFI
Oblique 0-70 2105-2129 M-O 2580 POFI
Plankton: l2 Apr 64 313 29°00'S i74°5l'E 3146
Ob li que 1000-2000 0715-1000 BE-3 2552 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 0748-0923 BE-3 2551 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0800-0907 BE-3 2550 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0800-0907 BE-3 2549 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0800-0907 BE-3 2548 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1030-1045 75M25 2555 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 72 m): 12 Apr 64 313A 27050 i S 75°03'E
Horizontal Sur face 2059-2121 M-O 2619 POFI
Ob li que 0-75 2100-2120 M-O 2620 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton: 13 Apr 64 314 26°27'S 75°02'E 3804
Oblique 1000-2000 0804-1113 BE-3 2590 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 0837 -l033 BE-3 2589 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0850-l029 BE-3 2587 SOSC
Ob li que 125-250 0850-1029 BE-3 2586 SOSC
Ob li que 0-125 0850-1029 BE-3 2585 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1122-1137 IOSN 2591 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1140-l200 75M25 2592 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 80 m): 13 Apr 64 3l4A 25°37'S 75°02'E
Horizontal Surface 2105-2130 M-O 2622 POFI
Oblique 0-80 2107 -2126 M-O 2623 POFI
Plankton: l4 Apr 64 315 24020' S 74°52'E 4535
Oblique 1000-2000 0811-1114 BE-3 2599 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 0846-l016 BE-3 2597 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0858-l0l2 BE-3 2596 SOSC
Oblique l25-250 0858-1012 BE-3 2595 SOSC
Ob li que 0- 1 25 0858-1012 BE-3 2598 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1125-1135 lOSN 2501 lOBC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/Y ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
COLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (1.) (M)
Plankton- (thermocline 70 m): 14 Apr 64
Horizontal Sur face 2101-2123 M-O 2624 POFI
Oblique 0-70 2102-2121 M-O 2625 POFI
Plankton: 15 Apr 64 316 21058' S 74°55'E 4243
Vertical 0-200 1238-1253 IOSN 2607 IOBC
Horizontal 1000-2000 1303-l608 BE-3 2606 sose
Oblique (malfunction, no sample) 500-1000 1339-1528 BE-3 -- --
Oblique 250-500 1344-1511 BE-3 2605 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 1344-1511 BE-3 2604 SOSC
Ob lique 0-125 1344-1511 BE-3 2603 sose
P1ankton- (thermocline 80 m): 15 Apr 64 3l6A 21013' S 75°17'E
Horizontal Surface 2100-2127 M-O 2627 POFI
Oblique 0-80 2101-2125 M-O 2628 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
CO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
P lank ton: 16 Apr 64 317 19°44' S 75°20'E 4740
Oblique LOOO-2000 0742-1040 BE-3 2615 SOSC
Oblique 500-l000 0820-100l BE-3 2614 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0840- 0940 BE-3. 2613 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0840-0940 BE-3 2612 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0840-0940 BE-3 2611 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 l050-1105 IOSN 2617 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1110-1125 75M25 2618 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 75 m): l6 Apr 64 317A l8°46's 75°B'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2128 M-O 2629 POFI
Oblique 0-70 2106-2126 M-O 2630 POFI
Plankton: 17 Apr 64 318 16°43'S 74°53'E 4596
Oblique 1000-2000 0945-l242 BE-3 2637 sose
Ob li que 500-1000 1015-1158 BE-3 2636 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 102l-1137 BE-3 2635 sose
Oblique 125-250 1021-1137 BE-3 2634 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 1021-1137 BE-3 2633 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1247 -1258 IOSN 2643 IOBC
Vertical 0- 200 1300-1315 ~ 5M25 2644 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton- (thermocline 40 m) : 17 Apr 64 318A 15039' S 74°52'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2l27 M-O 263l POFI
Oblique 0-40 2106-2125 M-O 2632 POFI
Plankton: 18 Apr 64 319 l4° 10' S 74°55'E 4991
Ob li que 1000-2000 0742-1045 BE-3 2642 SOSC
Oblique (malfunction, no sample) 500-1000 0816-1010 BE-3 -- --
Ob li que 250-500 0830-1003 BE-3 2640 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0830-1003 BE-3 2639 SOSC
Oblique 0- 1 25 0830-l003 BE-3 2638 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 1050-1105 IOSN 2645 IOBC
Vertical 0- 200 1107 -1115 75M25 2646 SOSC
P1ankton- (thermocline 65 m): 18 Apr 64 3l9A 13°14's 74°57'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2121 M-O 2692 POFI
Oblique 0-60 2105-2120 M-O 2693 POFI
BJ OLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SA M P LI NG SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE PTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (Mi (Mi
Plankton: 19 Apr 64 320 1i047'S 74°42'E
Oblique LOOO-2000 0753-1100 BE-3 265l sosc
Oblique 500-l000 0830-1005 BE-3 2650 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0842-0958 BE-3 2649 SOSC
Ob li que 125-250 0842-0958 BE-3 2648 SOSC
Ob li que 0-l25 0842-0958 BE-3 2647 sosc
Vertical 0-200 1l03-1115 IOSN 2652 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1117 - 1123 75M25 2653 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline 30 m): 19 Apr 64 320A L0044' S 74°56'E
Horizontal Surface 2101-2120 M-O 2694 POFI
Ob li que 0-50 2104-2126 M-O 2695 POFI
Plankton: 20 Apr 64 321 090 2l' S 750 08 i E
Oblique lOOO-2000 0739-1037 BE-3 2657 SOSC
Oblique 500-l000 0814-0954 BE-3 2656 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0823-0940 BE-3 2655 sosc
Oblique 0-250 0823-0940 BE-3 2654 sose
Vertical 0-200 1040-1050 IOSN -2658 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1052-1115 17 5M25 2659 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton- (thermocline SO m)' 20 Anr 64 32lA ORo1a'~ 7'i°Oa'F.
Horizontal ~ 2102-2120 M_() ?f\Qf\ P()"H
Obliaue 0-'i0 2104-2124 M-O ?F.Q7 P()"H
P lank ton: 2l Anr 64 322 06° SO'S 7s002'E
Oblique LOOO-2000 074S-L045 BE-3 2664 ~OSC
Oblique 500-1000 0820-100F. RR-i ?F.F.i ~o~r.
Ob li que 2S0-S00 0834-09S1 BE-3 2662 ~o~r.
Ob li aue 12'i-2'i0 OWi4-0a'i 1 RF.-'i 2661 ~o~r.
Ob1i.aue 0-125 OR'i4-0a'i 1 BE-3 ?F.F.O c;()c;r.
Vertical 0-200 1050-1103 IOSN 2665 TORr.
Vertical 0-200 1104-1120 75M25 ?oF.o ~o~r.
Plankton- (thermocline SO m): 21 Apr 64 322A OS043' S 740 S9' E
Horizontal Surface 2101-2122 M-O 2698 POFI
Ob li que O-SO 210S-212S M-O 2699 POFI
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANjON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
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Plankton: 22 Apr 64 323 04011' S 7 S 0 00' E 4768
Oblique 1000-2000 0737-1040 BE-3 2670 SOSC
Oblique 500-1000 081S-0958 BE-3 2269 SOSC
Ob li que 2S0-S00 0826-0941 BE-3 2668 SOSC
Oblique 0-2S0 0826-0941 BE-3 2667 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 110S-L116 IOSN 2672 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1117 -1130 7 SM25 2673 SOSC
Plankton- (thermocline SO m): 22 Apr 64 323A 03040' S 7 S 0 OS ' E
Horizontal Surface 2106-2132 M-O 2731 POFI
.
Oblique 0-50 2110-2130 M-O 2732 POFI
Plankton: 23 Apr 64 324 02° 14' S 7 S 0 14 ' E 4662
Oblique LOOO-2000 08L0-110S BE-3 2677 sose
Ob lique SOO-LOOO 0844-1020 BE-3 2676 SOSC
Oblique 2S0-S00 0854-1002 BE-3 2675 SOSC
Oblique 0-2S0 0854-1002 BE-3 2674 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 111S-1130 IOSN 2678 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 1131-1140 7SM2S 2679 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/Y ANTON BRUUN, CRUJS£ 5
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Plankton- (th line 50 m)' 23 Anr 64 324A 01035 i S 7Li°Li1 IE
Horizontal Surface 2104-2123 M-O 2733 POFI
Oblique 0-50 2105-2127 M-O 2734 POFI
Plankton: 28 Apr 64 325 01004 IN 750 07 i E 3076
Ob li que 0-450 1001-1055 M-O 2701 SOSC
Oblique 0-450 L003-1051 75M3 2702 SOSC
Oblique 0- 300 1014-1042 75M3 2721 SOSC
Vertical 0- 200 1055-1109 IOSN 2708 IOBC
Vertical 0-200 11l0-1130 75M25 2722 SOSC
P1ankton- (thermocline 80 m): 28 Apr 64 325A 02028 IN 75°10'E
Horizontal Surface 2055-2120 M-O 2735 POFI
Oblique 0-80 2100-2115 M-O 2736 POFI
Plankton: 29 Apr 64 326 03°521N 74°57'E 2536
Oblique 500-1000 0741-0927 BE-3 2713 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0751-0906 BE-3 2712 SOSC
Oblique 125-250 0751-0906 BE-3 2711 SOSC
Oblique 0-125 0751-0906 BE-3 2710 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 0930-1045 IOSN 2709 IOBC
Vertical 0- 200 1047 -l110 75M25 2714 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAM P LI NG SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
CO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Plankton- (thermocline 80 m): 29 Apr 64 326A 04°491N 74°551E
Horizontal Surface 2101-21 ?'\ M-O n17 P OFT
Oblique 0-80 2102-2122 M-O 271R POFI
Plankton: 30 Apr 64 327 06051 IN 75°021E 2699
Oblique 500-1000 0704-0848 BE-3 2718 SOSC
Oblique 250-500 0716-0830 BE-3 2717 i:oi:r.
Ob li que 125~250 0716-0R10 RF.-1 2716 i:oi:r.
Ob li que 0-125 0716-0830 BE-3 2715 SOSC
Vertical 0-200 0849-0902 IOSN noñ TORr.
Vertical 0-200 0905 -0916 75 M25 271 C) ~o~r.
Plankton- (thermocline 50 m): 30 Apr 64 327A 08021 IN 75°341E
Horizontal Surface 2106-2124 M-O 2739 P OFT
Oblique 0-50 2107 -2122 M-O 2743 POFI
Plankton: 2 May 64 327B .12°58'N 74°26'E 51
Horizontal Surface 2105-2129 M-O 2742 POFI
Oblique 0-40 2107 -2l25 M-O 2745 POFI
Plankton: 3 May 64 327C l6°391N 72°57'E
Horizontal Surface 2104-2124 M-O 2744 POFI
BJOLOGJCAL LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
CO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTODYLAT. LONG. (M) (M)
Miscellaneous: 28 Jan 64 17°03IN 66°4l'E
.
1 Fish (Elegatis) Surface 0915 Trol SOSC
Miscellaneous: 29 Jan 64 282 l6° BIN 63°291E 3750
1 Shark (thresher) 1300 LL 9528 SOSC
Miscellaneous: 3 Feb 64 287 BOllIN 500221E 3145
1 Shark (Heptanchus) 0600-l600 LL 953l SOSC
Miscellaneous: 5 Feb 64 288 09028 IN 54052 I E 4648
2 Sharks (thresher pups) 0600- 1500 LL 9532 SOSC
Miscellaneous: 6 Feb 64 289 or 10 I N 55°05'E 5029
2 Sharks (thresher pups) 0600-1500 LL 9534 SOSC
2 Sharks (thresher pups) 0600-1500 LL 9535 SOSC
1 Coryphaena hippurus 1000-1200 RR 9537 SOSC
1 Coryphaena eauiselis lOOO-l200 RR 9536 SOSC
Miscellaneous: 9 Feb 64 292 01°03'N 54046 I E
.
1 Barracuda Surface 1500 LL 9533 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
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Miscellaneous - (from posi tion 1 15 Feb 64 05°l0'S 55°19'E
mile south of .Mahe Isl. Seychelle ) :
1 Euthynnus Surface Sunset Trol 9540 SOSC
Miscellaneous: 5 Apr 64 309 42023' S 74054 ' E 3371
1 Mackerel shark 0600-1500 LL 9539 SOSC
Miscellaneous - (from banks off St 7 Apr 64 38022' S 77°37'E 1600-1800 Bottor
Paul Isl, off kelp beds, half mil ICrop
IT~ ..",
from mouth of crater):
1 Fish (Gempylid ?) 9541 SOSC
1 Fish (Gempylid ?) 9543 SOSC
1 Fish (Gempylid ?) 9544 SOSC
1 Fish (large cod) 9548 SOSC
7 Fishes (large bottom types; fro en)
-- SOSG
Miscellaneous - (from inside the 7 Apr 64 0-90 1500-1800 HN
crater on St. Paul Island.




BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 5
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH' D E P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (M) (1.) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Miscellaneous - (3./4 mile off 8 Apr 64
weather station at New Amsterdam,
outside kelp beds):
1 Large fish 90 0800 liD' 9549 sosc
Miscellaneous - (tide pools near 9 Apr 64 "" 1 l600 POlS
weather station New Amsterdam;
wrea thed in seaweed; near high





Other decapods 9559 SOSC
Algae ME
Miscellaneous: 10 Apr 64 311 340 3l 's 74°47'E 3528 0600-1600 LL
1 Albacore tuna (frozen) SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE S
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Miscellaneous: l8 Apr 64 319 l4° 10' S 74°SS'E 4991 0600-l600 LL
1 Large mackerel shark (frozen) SOSC
Miscellaneous: 21 Apr 64 322 060 SO'S 7S002'E 0600-l600
1 Silky shark (frozen) LL SOSC
1 Lampris regins (frozen) LL . SOSC
1 Silky shark (frozen) LL SOSC
Miscellaneous: 22 Apr 64 323 04011' S 7 S 0 00 ' E 4768 0600-l600 LL
1 Yellowfin tuna SOSC
L Bigeye tuna SOSC
APPENDIX I. Methods and Techniques wi th References
l. Navigation: Celestial navigation and dead reckoning. Corrected
positions taken from smooth navigation plots.
2. Bottom depth: Precision Echo Sounder Recorder (Alpine Geophysical
Assoc.) . Note - Continuous records taken throughout
cruise have been turned over to Dr. Bruce Heezen,
Lamont Geological Observatory.
3. Bathythermograph observations: Taken on arrival at each station
and at intervals of 1 hour or less between stations.
Records deposit~d with National Oceanographic Data
Center, Washington, D.C.
4. Temperature and depth: Paired protected and unprotected deep-sea
reversing thermometer s. Reliabi li ty of depth calcu-
lations shown on relative scale of 1 (high) - 3 (low).
5. Water samples
a) Chemistry: Teflon-coated Nansen bottles (Balauf Mfg. Co.,
Washington, D.C.).
b) Productivity and pigments: Large volume, all-plastic (lucite)
water sampler designed by D.W. Menzel, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass.
6. Salinity: Inductance-type salinometer (Autolab Industries, Sydney,
Australia) .
7. Dissolved oxygen: Winkler method, biniodate standard.
8. Phosphate: Murphy, J. and J.P. Riley. 1962. A modified single
solution method for the determination of phosphat~ in
natural waters. Anal. Chim. Acta 27: 3l-36.
9. Nitrite: Rider, B.F. and M.G, Mellon. 1946. Colorimetri.c
determination of nitrites. Ind. Engin. Chem. AnaL.
Ed. l8: 96-99.
lO. Nitrate: Mullen, J.B. and J.P. Riley. 1955. The spectrophotometric
detetminati.on of nitrate in natural waters, with special
reference to sea water. Anal. Chim. Acta. l2: 464-480.
li. Mullen, J.B. and J.P. Riley. 1955. The colorimetric determination
of silicate with special reference to sea and natural
waters. Ibid. l2: l62-175.
l2. Plankton pigments:
a) Richards, F.A" with T.G. Thompson. 1952. The estimation and
characterization of plankton populations by pigment
analysis. II. A spectrophotometric method for the
estimation of plankton pigments. J. Mar. Res. ll:
l56-l72.
b) Creitz, G.I. and F.A. Richards. 1955.
III. A note on the use of Ilmilliporell filters in the
estimation of plankton pigments. Ibid. l4: 2ll-2l6.
c) Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters used in place of millipore filters.
d) Data for achlorophyll- only reported here. Optical densi ties of
acetone extracts A/C Richards wi th Thompson may be
obtained on request from J. H. Ryther, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Insti tution, Woods Hole, Mass.
13. Primary production:
a) C-l4-technique, basically as in: Steemann Nielsen, E. 1952. The
use of radioactive carbon (Cl4) for measuring organic
production in the sea. J. Cons. Internat. Explor. Mer.
l8: 117-l40.
b) Millipore HA type membrane filters used throughout. Filters rinsed
with LO ml. o.Ol N HCl in 3% NaCl.
c) Simulated in si tu measurements: Water samples collected from depths
of penetration of lOO, 50, 25, LO, and l% incident light.
Samples with C14 added incubated for 24 hours on deck in
wa ter cooled luci te cylinder s covered wi th neutral densi ty
(wire mesh) filters to simulate in situ light intensities.
d) Artificially-illuminated measurements: Samples from same depths as
in (c) incubated for 4 hours at approximately LOOO foot
candles from fluorescent lamps.
e) Dark bottle Cl4 uptake subtracted from light bottle values for each
depth and for both sets of measurements (c and d).
l4. Incident radiation: Eppley 50-junction pyrheliometer recorded on Leeds
and Northrup Speedomax recorder. Records mechanically
integrated with planimeter to give daily radiation. Radia-
tion data refer to 24 hour period of simula ted in si tu
productivi ty value (i. e. for 24 hours following arrival on
s ta tion) .
l5. Plankton displacement volume: Taken only for Indian Ocean Standard
Net 200 m. vertical hauls. Volume measured on It squeeze-
driedll plankton by displacement in volumetric cylinder.
l6. Meteorological observations: Taken by member of International Indian
Ocean Meteorology Programme. (Dr. Colin Ramage, Scientific
Director) .
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